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Summary
Gas side heat transfer on a turbine airfoil is difficult to predict because of complex
flow characteristics. The turbulence in turbine passage flow is often non-equilibrium and
anisotropic, due to high freestream turbulence levels and strong pressure gradients.
Conventional k-e turbulence models, which are currently most widely used in the turbine
gas path heat transfer prediction, can't provide correct analyses for anisotropic flows
since they have no proper mechanism to deal with such an anisotropic turbulence
behavior. Under the high turbulence environment, they mostly overpredict mixing inside
the wall boundary layer. Recent experimental studies indicate that the influence of
freestream turbulence on the boundary layer development is reduced significantly, due to
the strong attenuation of the normal component of turbulence by the wall. A proper
modeling, therefore, should implement the wall attenuation of the normal component of
turbulence.
Lately in the turbulence modeling community, substantial efforts were directed to
developing physically sound k-e base models by incorporating experimental findings.
The local anisotropy was implemented to a limited extent into some of the newly
developed models. Attempts have been made to model the normal component turbulence
fluctuation separately instead of evaluating it directly from the kinetic energy. Such
efforts eliminated the 'ad hoc' damping function, but caused an additional modeling
complexity. Furthermore, the success of such models for non-equilibrium anisotropic
flows was still relatively limited.
This report describes two approaches to low Reynolds number k-e modeling which
formulate the eddy viscosity on the normal component of turbulence and a length scale.
The normal component of turbulence is modeled based on the dissipation and distance
from the wall and is bounded by the isotropic condition. The models account for the
anisotropy of the dissipation and the reduced length of mixing due to the high strain rates
present in the near wall region. The kinetic energy and dissipation rate were computed
from the k and e transport equations of Durbin. The models were tested for a wide range
of turbulent flows and proved to be superior to other k-e based models. They were also
applied to turbine airfoil heat transfer prediction. For this task, the models implemented
a set of empirical correlations for predicting laminar-turbulent transition and the laminar
heat transfer augmentation due to the presence of the freestream turbulence.
In addition, the conventional eddy viscosity closure model, which provided a basis
to the velocity and length scale closure model, is also presented. The model is formu-
lated by combining the k and e transport equations of Durbin and the eddy viscosity
formulation of Yang and Shih. This kinetic energy and time base formulation of eddy
viscosity closure modeling features a singularity-free wall condition and provides good
prediction capability compared to conventional low Reynolds number k-_ models.
I. Introduction
In the design and development of high performance gas turbines, cooling is an
important factor as thermal protection is required for the components which are exposed
to gas temperature far above the allowable metal temperatures. In particular, the turbine
blades and vanes must be cooled in order to insure their reasonable lifetime by keeping
their surface temperature relatively uniform and below critical limits. The cooling,
however, often causes penalties to the engine cycle through the process of extraction of
compressed potential working fluid and reintroduction of the cooler, low momentum
coolant into the hotter high velocity mainstream. Therefore, accurate estimates of the
rates of heat transfer fxom the gas stream to the airfoil and from the airfoil to the coolant
are prerequisites for accomplishing effective cooling with the smallest possible pen-
alty[1].
Difficulty in modeling the complex flow physics properly causes uncertainties in
predicting hot gas side heat transfer rates on the turbine airfoil, which are critical in a
cooling design. Although significant progress has been made lately in the development
of direct numerical simulations (DNS), they are still impractical for the designers' use.
The most common approach of heat transfer prediction today is to establish a framework
computer code with the time-averaged governing equations and augment it with
turbulence models [2]. The development of accurate turbulence models is, therefore,
critical to transition turbine design from a mix of modeling and empiricism to a
procedure more reliant on computational tools.
The existing turbulence models are based on physics and generally perform well
for fully turbulent conditions. Among the turbulence models, two-equation k-e (base)
models are most popular in predicting turbine gas path heat transfer because of their
capability of predicting a wide range of flows with minimal adjustment of the coeffi-
cients and their relative simplicity in formulation. The standard k-e model was first
introduced by Launder and Spalding for high Reynolds number turbulent flows[3]. The
model requires wall functions for wall bounded turbulent flows, which often results in
solution inaccuracies for complex flows. As an effort to overcome this deficiency, low
Reynolds number k-e models, which permit a direct integration down to the wall, have
been developed following the In'st proposers, Jones and Launder[4]. These low
Reynolds number models are generally based on quasi-homogeneous approximations.
They require empirical damping functions in order to prevent the model failure near the
wall where the turbulence is strongly nonhomogeneous and turbulent mixing is
suppressed due to the wall blocking. These damping functions often involving exponen-
tial functions are rather arbitrary: they were derived to be consistent with experimental
or numerical data for constant pressure boundary layers. Consequently, they are often
blamed for the inaccurate solutions of complex flows. A detailed discussion on the
deficiency of the k-e models can be found elsewhere[5].
Lately, the turbulence modeling community has directed a significant effort to
developing more physically sound k-e base models. The approaches of a renormaliza-
tion group (R.NG) method [6], the Kolmogorov time scale introduction approach[7] and
an elliptic relaxation method for the near wall turbulence blocking effect[8] are among
the most significant developments. The RNG k-e model was first derived by Yakhot
and Orszag[6] by means of the RNG method which uses dynamic scaling and invariance
together with iterated perturbation methods. This theory provided an elimination of
experimentally adjustable parameters in the model. A high Reynolds number version of
the RNG k-e model was successfully tested for separated flows downstream of a
rearward facing step by Speziale and Thangam[9].
Yang and Shih[7] reformulated a low Reynolds number version of a k-e model by
introducing the Kolmogorov time scale into the transport equation for the turbulence
dissipation rate. With the new time scale, they were able to eliminate the wail singularity
of the equation and to keep the same model constants as those used in the standard high
Reynolds number model. The model, however, still employs a damping function in the
eddy viscosity formulation to account for kinematic blocking by the wall.
The eUiptic relaxation model proposed by Durbin[8] was devised for the strongly
nonhomogeneous region near the wall. In this model, the wall blocking effect which
suppresses the normal component of turbulent intensity was modelled by an elliptic
relaxation equation for the redistribution terms in the Reynolds stress equations. Durbin
also introduced the 'local anisotropy' term in the dissipation rate equation of this model.
The introduction of these two features into the model eliminated the 'ad hoc' damping
functions from the model equations, however, at the cost of an increase of the size of
the system by two model transport equations: one for the variance of the normal
component of turbulent velocity, v '2, and another for the velocity-pressure-gradient
correlation, P22.
These new approaches show improved modeling physics and appear to offer the
prospect of improved predictions for anisotropic flows. However, they still need to be
tested and verified for various practical flows, especially for turbine airfoil heat transfer
under high levels of external turbulence at which conventional k-e models fail to
accurately respond to the distortion through turbine passages and at solid boundaries.
Recent studies (see [10]) indicate that the normal component of turbulence, v', is a key
variable in the prediction of turbine airfoil heat transfer and skin friction, and the
magnitude of v' can be tied to the dissipation rate. Durbin[8] also found that the normal
fluctuation is a better velocity scale for characterizing the turbulent motion than the
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kinetic energyin thenearwall shearlayer. It is, therefore,logical to formulatethe
turbulenteddydiffusivity in termsof thelocal velocity v', which is modeledasof
function of the local dissipationrateandthelocal lengthscale.
Theobjectiveof thisstudyis to developanewk-e basemodelwhich will provide
acceptableengineeringanswersfor asignificantrangeof turbulentflows that areof
technologicalinterest. This reportpresentstwo differentclosuremodels,designatedv'l-I
andv'l-II models,which formulatedtheeddyviscosityin termsof thenormalcomponent
of turbulence,v', andthelengthscale,l, based upon the aforementioned experimental
observation. The normal component of turbulence, v', was evaluated from a direct
integration of the normal energy spectrum in both formulations; and the length scales
from the local distance and a combination of the local distance and the length scale
defined by k3121e in the v'l-I and v'l-II formulations, respectively. The kinetic energy, k,
and dissipation rate, e, were calculated by using a standard form of k-e model transport
equations suggested by Durbin[8].
In this report, a conventional eddy viscosity formulation of a low Reynolds number
k-e model is also presented. The model, named the base k-e model, as it provided a basis
for the v'l models, was formulated by combining the k-e transport equations of
Durbin[8], and the eddy viscosity closure of Yang and Shih[7]. The base model
implemented two time scales, the inner Kolmogorov scale and the outer scale of k/E, and
the Durbin's local anisotropy term, but included no damping function in the governing
transport equations. The base k-e model predicted various turbulent flows well.
However, the prediction quality of the base model similar to other k-e models was found
to be degraded for non-equilibrium, anisotropic turbulent flows. Both v'l-I and v'l-II
models, meanwhile, provided excellent predictions for various turbulent flows including
those non-equilibrium, anisotropic turbulent flows considered in this study.
This report also presents correlations for predicting the laminar-turbulent transition
and the laminar heat transfer augmentation due to the presence of freestream turbulence.
These phenomena are prominent in turbine airfoil heat transfer. Since the v'l closures,
like other two-equation models, do not have the capability of predicting these phenomena
accurately, such explicit correlations are required for airfoil heat transfer prediction.
These additional features can be accommodated in the analysis using the effective
viscosity/Prandtl number concept. The analyses presented in this report were made with
the steady two-dimensional boundary layer equations.
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II. Analysis
1. Boundary Layer Equations.
This study focused on the thin viscous region near a solid wall, called the boundary
layer. In the steady two-dimensional boundary layer approximation, with the Reynolds
shear stress and heat flux replaced by an "eddy" (or "turbulent") viscosity and a turbulent
Prandtl number, the conservation of mass, momentum and energy can be written in the
following form.
0(pu) + -_(pv) = o (2.1)
pu_ + pv a___u= _dP + ( _ + )_
_x Oy dx
OH
PU_x +PV
OH 0 OH
- ]P_ Prt ay
(2.3)
where U and V are the mass-weighted time-averaged mean velocities[11]; Ix, the
molecular viscosity; Pr, the Prandtl number; H, the total enthalpy; and x and y, the
streamwise and normal coordinates. The subscript "t" denotes the turbulent quantity.
Assuming that the gas is ideal, the state equation is
P
p = (2.4)
RT
where, R denotes the gas constant; and T, the temperature.
The turbulent Prandfl number, Pr t, in Equation (2.3) is observed experimentally m
be approximately 0.9 for air over most of the boundary layer and to increase to well
above 1.0 very close to the wall. Therefore, a constant value of approximately 1.0 is
often used in heat transfer analyses. This analysis, however, incorporates Kays'
correlation[ 12] developed based on such experimental observations:
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1/2pr t = 1 + Cp r pe t ( I )
2Prt, . Prt. .
- (
-1
 rPet,2Iloxp 1 ,]}
Cpr Pet'4 Prt**
(2.5)
where Pe t is a turbulent Peclet number defined by the product of the Prandtl number and
the turbulent to molecular viscosity ratio; Prt. ., the turbulent Prandtl number far away
from the wall; and Cpr, an experimental constant. For air, Prt. * = 0.86 and Cpr = 0.2
were recommended by Kays.
Using the definition of the effective viscosity and effective Prandtl number,
Equations (2.2) and (2.3) can be rewritten as
puOU + pvOU dP + 2[ 0U]
_" O"y = - _" _ _eff _yy (2.6)
with
OH O I lteff OH]
._,v-_ _ ay P_ff
O { "eft
_y [ _ff - _r_ff
(2.7)
eft = !1 + l.tt (2.8)
I.t + _t t
Preff = (2.9)
_+ _t
Pr Pr t
The system of equations, Equations (2.1), (2.6) and (2.7), are subjected to the
following boundary conditions
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at y=0,
U =0, V =0, and
H = Hw or _ H =
_y
(2.10)
as y --.._**,
U =U e, and H = H e (2.11)
where Cp denotes the specific heat; km, the thermal conductivity; and Clw", the rate of the
wall heat flux. The subscripts 'w 'and 'e' imply the wall and freestream conditions,
respectively.
In addition to these boundary conditions, the system of equations requires a set of
initial profiles for the velocity and total enthalpy because of its parabolic characteristics.
The initial profiles can be specified either by using analytical and empirical correlations
(see Appendix A), or by solving the stagnation point similarity equations especially for
airfoil analyses (eg. see [13]). Provided that the eddy viscosity is specified, the
governing equations then can be solved numerically. Although an implicit finite
difference numerical scheme[14] was used in the present study, other numerical
procedures also can be employed to solve the governing equations.
2. k-_ Transport Equations and Base k-¢ Low Reynolds Number
Turbulence Model.
Conventional low Reynolds number k-e turbulence models suffer from the wall
singularity caused by the vanishing time scale of k/e at the wall. Recently, Yang and
Shih[7] and Durbin[8] showed that the wall singularity could be eliminated by introduc-
ing the Kolmogorov time scale into their k-e base models as the lower bound of the usual
lime scale in the near wall region. Furthermore, Durbin[8] was able to integrate the
standard high Reynolds number form of his k and e transport equations directly down to
the wall. The k and e transport equations implemented a local anisotropy term but no 'at
hoc' damping function or additional source terms. Durbin solved the k and e equations
in a coupled manner with the wall characteristics of the kinetic energy (k = _k/_gy = 0) as
the wall boundary conditions to the coupled system of equations (see reference [15]).
Although the Durbin model formulates the k and e transport equations in a simple and
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singularity-free form, it is more sophisticated as the additional v'2-p2 2 system of
equations axe introduced to model the variance of the normal component of turbulent
velocity, v '2.
Yang and Shih[7], meanwhile, utilized the conventional eddy viscosity formulation
with a damping function which accounts for the wall effect, as practiced commonly in
low Reynold number k-e modeling. In addition, their explicit wall dissipation rate
boundary condition of e w = 2v(_k½/_y) 2 kept the solution procedure for k and 8
relatively simple compared to the Durbin model. The k and 8 model equations of Yang
and Shih are simple without having additional pseudodissipation, but they still retain the
secondary source term of wt(_2U/_y2) in the dissipation rate equation.
The transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate
proposed by Durbin[8] were employed in this study because of their aforementioned
attractive features of the simple and wall singularity-free formulation. The equations can
be written as,
(2.12)
puO__ _ 1 [ce  t 2Ox + Pv_-_y -_ tk_y) - Ce2Pe]
%
(2.13)
where k denotes the turbulent kinetic energy; 8, the dissipation rate; T, the time scale;
and o k, o e, and Ce2, empirical constants. Cel is a function of the ratio of the energy
production to the energy dissipation, representing the production by local anisotropy.
Durbin suggested the following linearized equation for Cel •
• ( ")Cel = Cel 1 + a 1T (2.14)
where P is the rate of energy production vt(_U/3y)2; and Cel and a 1 are constants. The
time scale is defined by the usual scale, k/e, with the lower bound by the Kolmogorov
scale, (v/e) 1/2, as suggested by Durbin[8]:
9
['T = max _, C T (2.15)E
where C T is a constant. The values of the closure coefficients used in this study for
wall-bounded flow predictions are similar to those suggested by Durbin[8]. They are
given in Table 1.
Table 2.1. The Coefficients Employed in the k and £ Model Equations
CT
6.0
al
0.09
Cel
1.44
Ce2
1.9
Ok
1.0
%
1.3
In this study, a conventional eddy viscosity closure, designated the base low
Reynolds number k-e model, is formulated by combining the k and e transport equations
of Durbin[8] and the eddy viscosity closure of Young and Shih[7]. The base model,
therefore, preserves important features of the two models such as the simple, wall
singularity-free formulation of k and e model equations and the good prediction
capability. This model provides a basis to developing the v'l closure model. With the
base model, the eddy viscosity is given by
Ix t = CIXfix pkT (2.16)
where CI.t is a closure constant;fix, the damping function; and T, the time scale. The
damping function of Yang and Shih is written as,
exp (-1.5x10"4 Ry - 5.0x10-7 Ry 3 1.0xl0-10R:/11/2- (2.17)
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where Ry is a Reynolds number def'med by
k ½
Ry = Y (2.18)
V
Equations (2.17) and (2.18) allow an easy application of the base k-e model to separat-
ing/recirculating flows.
The closure constant C_t is evaluated by using the eddy diffusivity formulation of
Durbin[8]. Durbin correlates the eddy diffusivity in terms of the variance of the normal
Ci.t,v,2T,component turbulent velocity and the time scale as v t = where the constant CIx
= 0.21. The Spalart's direct numerical simulation data[16] for a turbulent fiat plate
bounday layer at Re 0 = 1410 shows that the variance of the normal component turbulent
velocity, v "2, can be approximately correlated to the kinetic energy by v '2 = 0.45fl.tk as
shown in Figure 2.1. Here, the damping functionfl.t is evaluated from Equation (2.17).
The eddy diffusivity of Durbin, therefore, can be rewritten in terms of the kinetic energy
and the time scale as v t = 0.45Ci.t'flakT. Comparing this to Equation (2.16) leads to CI.t =
0.45CI. t' = 0.0945 which is 5% larger than the commonly used value of 0.09.
In order to solve the governing k and e transport equations, appropriate boundary
conditions should be imposed on the wall and freestream boundaries along with the
initial prof'tles of k and e upstream of the flow field. At the wall there exists no correct
explicit condition of e. As discussed by Durbin[8], the limiting behavior of k and e is k
e(0)y2/2v as y --_ 0, which implies _k/_y = 0 at the wail. Therefore, the coupled
system of transport equations should be solved in a coupled manner with the wail
boundary conditions k = _k//_j -- 0 or with the limiting behavior relationship between k
and e and the no-slip condition k = 0. For the present study, the latter set of the
conditions is used since it is slightly less cumbersome to implement with the coupled
numerical algorithm. In the freestream, the vanishing normal gradient condition was
imposed. The initial profile generation procedures for k and e are described in Appendix
A.
The numerical procedure employed was a second order accurate implicit l'mite
difference scheme. The streamwise convective terms were discretized by using a
forward differencing algorithm which required data to be stored at the two immediate
upstream stations (i-1 and i-2 in which i denotes the streamwise grid index). The time
scale T in Equation (2.15) was evaluated based on the immediate upstream station
condition. The wall dissipation rate was approximated from the limiting behavior as
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__. 2 vi, 2 ki, 2 (2.19)
ei, 1 -
Yi, 22
where the subscripts I and 2 indicate the wall and next to the wall grid points, respec-
tively, in the normal direftion. At the free.stream boundary, Equations (2.12) and (2.13)
were simplified by applying the vanishing normal gradient conditions and, then, the
resulting equations were discretized, instead of imposing the boundary conditions
directly. The discretized equations formed a 2x2 block tridiagonal system of equation
for the unknown variables k and e at the grid points (i, j+ 1), (i, j), and (i, j- 1) in which i
and j are the grid indexes in the streamwise and cross-streamwise directions, respectively.
The system of equations were solved in a coupled manner by using a block tridiagonal
solution procedure (see reference [17]). In addition, a secant iteration procedure was
introduced to satisfy the approximated limiting wall condition, Equation (2.19)
3. v'l Formulations.
From dimensional reasoning, the eddy viscosity given can be expressed in terms of
a turbulent velocity scale and a length scale. For the velocity scale, the normal compo-
nent turbulent velocity can be used as suggested by Durbin [15]. Durbin found that the
normal fluctuation is a better velocity scale for characterizing the turbulent motion than
the turbulent kinetic energy in the near-wall shear layers. Ames[10] also observed
experimentally that the normal component turbulent velocity is a key variable in the
prediction of surface heat wansfer and skin friction. Equation (2.16), therefore, can be
rewritten as
= p v" I (2.20)
_t t
where p denotes the density; v', the magnitude of the normal component turbulent
velocity; and l, the turbulent length scale. Turbulence studies of Ames[10] also indicate
that the magnitude of the v' component of turbulence can be tied to the dissipation rate of
the turbulence kinetic energy, and the length scale to a local scale. An approximate
relationship between v" and the dissipation rate can be obtained by integrating the normal
component power spectrum. Following are the two sets of formulations proposed for
the v' component of turbulence and the length scale, designated v'/-I and v'/-II closure
models, respectively.
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(1) v'l-I Closure Model.
As shown in Equation (2.20), eddy diffusivity has the dimensional units of a
fluctuating velocity scale times a length scale. From the simplest physical model, an
eddy with a normal fluctuation velocity, v', takes a mass of fluid from one location in a
flow to another a distance I away. If a gradient in a property exists, its diffusion across
the flow will be proportional to the gradient times the product of this velocity scale and
length scale. Tennekes and Lumley [ 18] suggested the local eddy diffusivity is roughly
equal to the normal variance, v '2, times the Lagrangian integral time scale, x22.
Durbin[15] formulated his eddy diffusivity in this manner observing that k-e damping
functions are approximately proportional to v'2/k. Since the Lagrangian integral time
scale times the magnitude of v' is the Lagrangian integral scale, this v'2x22 formulation
of eddy viscosity is equivalently v'l.
Near the wall, the Eulerian integral scale is proportional to the normal distance, y,
from the wall. Hunt and Graham [19] found this proportionality in their analysis of a
shear free turbulent flow. This proportionality provides a simple yet sound way to model
the mixing length through the boundary layer and near the wall.
The turbulent boundary layer statistics provided by the direct numerical simulation
(DNS) calculation of Spalart [16] offers an opportunity to test the validity of these
modeling assumptions. First, the turbulent scale of mixing, 1, determined from the DNS
data indicates that the distance to the wall constrains the near wall mixing. Figure 2.2
shows a comparison between the mixing length I estimated from the data, by dividing
-u'v-'_+ by y+ and dU+/dy +, and a line represented by 0.38(y+-5). From y+ = 10 through
the logarithmic law region, this mixing length is well represented by the linear relation-
ship of 0.38(y+-5). The offset in this representation in the sublayer region, where y+ <
10, indicates that the turbulent mixing is less effective. The inviscid damping of the
wall, viscous dissipation of small eddies, and high near wall strain rates contribute to the
fall off of the near wall dependence of mixing length/+ on y+.
In the v'l-I formulation of eddy viscosity, the length scale was correlated based on
the DNS data as,
y+ rlK)
4 (2.21)l + = lC
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where rlK denotes the Kolmogorov length scale defined by rlK = (v3/¢)1/4; and 13K, a
nondimensional strain rate defined by
dU
(2.22)
in which the Kolmogorov time scale, xK, is defined by 'cK = (v/e)112; and the von
Karman constant, r,, is set equal to 0.38. Figure 2.3 shows a comparison between l +
determined from the DNS data, Equation (2.21), and the conventional k-e model length
scale of (312)k_Cl.tk3121e (or 0.116 k3/2/e for Cgt = 0.0945 as used for the base k-e
model). The conventional length scale can be obtained from the clef'tuition of the eddy
diffusivity that v t = v'l = C_tk2/e. Since v" = _/(2k/3) for isotropic turbulence, the length
(312)VaC_tk3121e. The dependence of mixing length with y+ begins toscale becomes l
drop offbeyond the logarithraic law region or past a y+ of about 90 to 100. This slowed
growth of I is probably due to the intermittency of turbulent and freestream fluid in this
region. Modeling I in this region can be readily accomplished by using the minimum of l
and the k-e formulation of mixing length, 0.116 k3/2/e.
Based on both experimental study of Thomas and Hancock [20] and analytical
studies of Hunt and Graham [19] and Spalart [16], v' is strongly attenuated by the wall.
Modeling v' can be accomplished by developing a model spectrum based on the
dissipation rate. Energy from the attenuation of larger scale eddies due to wall blocking
can be modeled by scaling a large scale cutoff wavenumber on l/y. The high wavenum-
ber cutoff due to viscous effects can be based on the Kolmogorov length scale, rlK. In
the inertial subrange of the v' spectra can be modeled from the dissipation rate and the
wave number,
E2(_.) = C e 2/3 k" 5/3 (2.23)
where E2 denotes the one dimensional energy spectrum of v'; e, the dissipation rate; #,,
the wavenumber; and C, a constant.
Substituting l/y for the high wave number cutoff and I/_K for the low wavenum-
ber cutoff, a simple spectrum model for v '2 becomes,
2/3 2/3 )v'2 = Ce 2/3 2.5y - 1.5rlK (2.24)
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Unfortunately,theviscousdissipationbecomeshighly anisotropicnearthewall,
particularlybeloway+ of 20to 30. Theanisotropyof e canbemodeledusingane
dampingfunction. Thedampingfunctionusesa nondimensionalizedstrainrate,I_K,to
providethemajority of thedampingandanexponentialterm to give thepropernearwall
dependence:
E v --E
F
L1
1
y)]5exp (- 1.2rlK
(2.25)
The exponential term in Equation (2.25) is introduced to achieve a correct near wall
limiting behavior of v' and its effect on the analysis is generally small. The variable [3K
nondimensionalizes the strain rate using the Kolmogorov time scale, z K. This is an
attempt to correlate the influence of strain on the attenuation of v' in the sublayer. The
strain rate also correlates with anisotropy of e through the near wall dissipation of u' and
w" which are highly anisotropy.
A primary purpose of this v'l model is to deal with the influence of large scale high
intensity external turbulence on the boundary layer development. Based on experimental
data showing the attenuation of v" outside the boundary layer (see Ames and Moffat
[21]), the constant of proportionality between v" and e 1/3 changes between the logarith-
mic law layer and the outer region of the boundary layer. The following function is used
across the boundary layer to change this proportionality:
fd = (2.26)
where _5denotes the boundary layer thickness where the mean velocity is 99% of the
freestream velocity. For the calculations contained in this report, C was set equal to 2.85
but comparisons of v" profiles indicated that setting f d a constant value of 2.85 produced
better v' distributions for most cases and made little difference in the resulting calcula-
tions. The representation for v' is the following of dissipation, strain rate, and relative
position through the boundary layer:
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where the constant Cvl is set equal to 0.205. The DNS data of Spalart's was used to
develop these formulas and Figure 2.1 shows a comparison between Spalart's v"+
statistics and the equation for v" given above. The dissipation rate and strain rate
statistics taken from the DNS data were used to develop the v" distribution.
The turbulent viscosity, _tt, can be calculated from Equation (2.20) along with
Equations (2.21) and (2.27). However, in order to bound v" and 1 in y, a check is made to
ensure that {1t obtained from Equation (2.20) is less than that from the formulation given
below for the k-e model:
t = C_t P k-'-_-2 (2.28)
where the constant C_t is set equal to 0.0945 as used for the base k-e model. Further-
more, v' is also bounded by (2k/3)1/2 as an isolropic condition. The closure coefficients
of the v'l-I model axe summarized in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. The Closure Coefficients Employed in the v'/-I Model
Cv l
0.205
C_t
0.0_5 0.38
(2) v'/-II Closure Model.
In the previous section, a correlation was developed between the variance of the
normal component turbulent velocity and the local dissipation rate by integrating the
normal component energy spectrum in the region of the inertial subrange. The correla-
tion, Equation (2.24), can be applied to the whole flow field except for a narrow region
adjacent to the wall of which the width is approximately half of the Kolmogorov length
scale. Since this narrow region is dominated by the overwhelming effects of the
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viscosity, the velocity fluctuation does not contribute much to the total stress. Therefore,
in this region, an approximation of zero normal component turbulent velocity can be
used as done with the v'/-I model. Another approximation might be applying Equation
(2.24) away from the wall where the normal distance from the wall is substantially larger
than the Kolmogorov length scale, and limiting the magnitude of normal fluctuations in
the near wall region with the geometric constraint and flow characteristics. This
approach leads to simpler formulations for the velocity and length scales than the
previous v'l-I model.
In the region away from the wall where the transverse distance from the wail is
substantially larger than the Kolmogorov length scale, Equation (2.24) can be simplified
as
v,2 = Cv I e2/3 2/3y (2.29)
where Cvl denotes a constant; e, the dissipation rate; and y, the transverse distance from
the wall. The magnitude of the normal component velocity becomes
1/3 1/3 (2.30)v' = Cv2 e y
In the near-wall region, the normal component turbulence velocity can be approximated
by the constraint of the local transverse distance, y, from the wall divided by the local
Kolmogorov time scale, xK. That is,
Y (2.31)v_ = Cv3--
XK
where xK denotes the Kolmogorov time scale; and Cv3, a constant. The comparison
with the direct numerical simulation (DNS) of Spalart [16] for a turbulent fiat plate
boundary layer at Re 0 = 1410 showed that Equation (2.31) can be a reasonable represen-
tation of the normal component of fluctuations in the near wall region. However, in
order to achieve a proper asymptotic behavior of v', an empirical function was introduced
as
I
v i = Cv3 fv -_y (2.32)
XK
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with
Y / (2.33)fv = 1- exp- _K
wherefv denotes an empiricalfunction; and _K, the Kolmogorov length scale. As the
wall is approached, fv in Equation (2.33) behaves aSfv 0= y. The normal component
turbulent velocity, therefore, becomes v' _ y2, as y _ 0. Since the empirical function,
fv, applies to the region close to the wall where the viscosity effect is overwhelming, it
provides a negligible effect on the analysis.
Combining Equations (2.30) and (2.32) leads to the following expression for the
normal component of turbulent velocity across the boundary layer:
v' = min(Cv2 e 1/3 y113 , Cv3fv mYxK ) (2.34)
The closure constants Cv2 and Cv3 are set equal to 0.738 and 0.0967, respectively,
based on the comparison with direct numerical simulation (DNS) data of Spalart[16] for
a turbulent flat plate boundary layer at Re 0 = 1410 (see Figure 2.1). For the wall
bounded shear layer, v' outside of the boundary layer is set equal to the boundary layer
edge value, that is, v" = Cv2 E1/3 8113.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the length scale away from the wall, 1o, can be written as
k 3/2
1 o = C L -- (2.35)
E
where C L denotes a constant; k, the turbulence kinetic energy; and e, the dissipation rate.
In the near wall region where y+ < 50, Equation (2.35) overestimates the mixing length.
The following empirical function, therefore, was introduced to match the near wall
length scale obtained from Equation (2.35) to the DNS data of Spalart[19]:
(y)4/3
fD = min [ CD_._K) , 1.0 ] (2.36)
where C D denotes a constant; y, the normal distance from the wall; and VlK, the
Kolmogorov length scale. Equation (2.36) was developed based on the observation of
the energy spectrum characteristics at high wavenumbers. According to Pao (see
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Hinze[22]), the rapid decay of energy spectra at high wavenumbers can be written in the
form of exp[-1.5 A (k / fql) 4/3] in which A denotes a constant; k, the wavenumber; and
fed, the wavenumber range of main dissipation. Since fql = 1 / rl K where rlK is the
Kolmogorov length scale, the damping function can be assumed to be written in the form
of { 1.0 - exp [ -C (y / rlK) ] } 4/3. Near the wall the { 1.0 - exp [ -C (y / rlK) ] } 4/3 is
proportional to (y / rlK) 4/3, which led to obtaining Equation (2.36).
Combining Equations (2.35) and (2.36) results in a good correlation of the near
wall length scale with the DNS data. However, at and near y = CD'3/4"qK, the length
scale is still overpredicted. In order to prevent an excessive overestimation of the length
scale in the region and to ensure a gradual transition from the inner to outer scales, the
length scale,/, obtained Equations (2.35) and (2.36) is forced not to exceed the limit of l
= Icy in which _¢is the yon Karman constant. Therefore, the final form of the length
scale, 1, is written as
1 = mini CLfD k3/2 r ], y (2.37)
E
A comparison with the Spalart's DNS data for Re 0 = 1410 led to setting the closure
coefficients of C L and C D equal to 0.148 and 0.02, respectively. Figure 2.4 compares
the mixing lengths obtained from the DNS data and Equation (2.37).
The turbulent viscosity, _tt, now can be obtained from Equation (2.20) with the
velocity and length scales estimated by using Equations (2.34) and (2.37). The closure
coefficients of the v'l-II model axe summarized in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. The Closure Coefficients Employed in the v'/-H Model
Cv2
0.738
Cv3
0.0967
CD
0.020
CL
0.148
K
0.38
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HI. Computation Results and Discussions
The v'l closure models were applied to analyzing various turbulent flows for model
verification. For these analyses, the governing conservation equations for mass,
momentum and energy, Equations (2.1), (2.6) and (2.7), were solved using an implicit
finite difference scheme in an uncoupled manner. The turbulent kinetic energy and
dissipation rate transport equations, Equations (2.12) and (2.13), were also solved using
an implicit f'mite difference _ebeme, but in a coupled manner. For the turbulent transport
equations, the convective terms were discretized by using a second order accurate
scheme. A detailed solution procedure for a coupled system of equations can be found
elsewhere [17]. All calculations were performed using double precision arithmetic on an
IBM RS6000 work station.
1. Two-dimensional Fully Developed Turbulent Channel Flows
Two-dimensional fully developed channel flows were analyzed to test the proposed
v'l models. For these channel flows, there exist similarity solutions which are affected
little by the initial conditions. The turbulence statistics are functions of the cross-stream
coordinate only. Since recent direct numerical simulation (DNS) [23, 24] provided
detailed flow information, these flows have often been used for developing and verifying
turbulence models.
Since heat transfer was not analyzed, the governing continuity and momentum
equations with turbulence models were solved. For the analyses, the boundary layer
thickness 5 used in the v'l-I and v'l-II models was replaced by the channel half width, h.
In addition, for the v'l-I model, the constant, r,, in the mixing length formulation was
adjusted to 0.32, because the v' and I model equations developed based on the Spalart's
DNS[16] for a turbulent flat plate boundary layer at Re 0 = 1410 were found to provide
too stiff eddy diffusivities near the wall for low Reynolds number channel flows.
The calculations were performed for Re x = 395 and 180 where Re x is the Reynolds
number based on the friction velocity, u x, and the channel half width, h. A total of 120
grid points were placed across the channel half width. The first grid point from the wall
was located at y+ _=0.1. At the channel center, the symmetry boundary condition was
imposed for U, V, k and e. Solutions were assumed to converge when the first five
figures remained unchanged. Computed results were compared with DNS data.
(1) For Re x = 395
The fully developed channel flow for Re x = 395 was analyzed by using the
proposed v'l-I, v'l-II, and base k-e models along with the Durbin model[8] and the
Yang-Shih model[7]. The models proposed by Durbin and Yang and Shih were chosen
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sincethebase k-e model originated from them. Furthermore, they provided a substan-
tially better agreement of computed mean flow data and turbulent quantities with DNS
data than other conventional k-e models. The computed mean velocity profiles are
compared with DNS data in Figure 3.1. The v'l-I, v'l-II, and base k-e models provided
good agreement with DNS data and the prediction of Durbin. Especially in the region
where y+ = 10 - 30, the v'l-I and v'/-H model predictions agreed better with the data
than other predictions.
The computed turbulence kinetic energy profiles are presented in Figure 3.2 along
with DNS data. The predictions from the v'l-I, v'l-II, and base k-¢ models agreed very
well with DNS data. The Durbin model and the Yang and Shih model gave over- and
underpredictions, respectively, of the peak kinetic energy compared with the DNS data.
For the dissipation rates shown in Figure 3.3, the v'/-I model prediction agreed best with
the DNS data. The base k-e and Durbin relaxation models gave similar predictions.
Their wall dissipation rates of ew + -= 0.245 were a little higher than the DNS. The v'l-II
model provided a reasonable wall dissipation rate (ew+ ---0.20), but it underpredicted in
the near wall region where y+ < 10. All of the computed dissipation rates formed an "S"
shape in the near wall region with the overpredicted second peak at y+-10 compared
with the data. Among them, the overprediction of the second peak by the v'/-I and v'/-II
models were least as shown in Figure 3.3. Such overpredictions might be caused by the
large production term in the dissipation rate equation as discussed by Durbin[15].
Figure 3.4 presents computed turbulent shear stress profiles as well as DNS data.
The v'/-I, v'/-II, and base k-e models provided good comparison with DNS data as well
as other predictions of the Durbin and Yang-Shih models. The normal component
turbulent velocities computed using the proposed v'/-I, v'l-II, and base models as well
as the Durbin model are shown in Figure 3.5 along with DNS data. For the base model,
v' was computed from v '2 = 0.45f_tk with Equation (2.17). All four models provided
good correlations with DNS data; although, in the outer region where y+ > 200, the v'l-I
predicted a rapid decrease. Overall, the v'l-II and Durbin models were better in the v'
prediction than the v'l-I and base k-¢ models as compared with the DNS.
(2) For Re x = 180
The fully developed channel flow at the lower Reynolds number of Re x = 180 was
analyzed by using the v'l-I, v'/-II, and base models. Figures 3.6 - 3.8 show the
computed profiles of the mean velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and dissipation rate,
respectively, along with DNS data. The three models predicted the mean velocity as
good as at the higher Reynolds number. For the turbulent kinetic energy, the v'l-II
model provided the best agreement with DNS data. The v'l-I model underpredicted the
peak kinetic energy, while the base k-e models overpredicted slightly.
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The dissipation rate prof'fles computed by using the three models agreed well with
DNS data, although the base model prediction was slightly higher than the other two (see
Figure 3.8). In the near wall region, the computed profiles formed an "S" shape as for
the higher Reynolds number flow. The profiles had sharp peaks at the wall and fell off
rapidly as moving away from the wall. The second peak occurred at y+ - 12.5. The
peak wall dissipation rates computed by using the v'/-I, v'/-rl, and base models were
ew + -- 0.17, 0.17, and 0.21, respectively. A detailed analysis of such near wall character-
istics of the dissipation rate was provided by Durbin[15].
2. Flat Plate Turbulent Boundary Layers
The proposed v'/-I, v'/-II, and base models were tested for a flat plate turbulent
boundary layer. The boundary layer form of the mass and momentum conservation
equations, Equations (2.1) and (2.6), were solved with the proposed turbulence models.
The upstream starting prot-tles were generated by using the turbulent profile generation
procedure described in Appendix A. The computation was performed from near the
leading edge of a flat plate until Re 0 became approximately 15,000. The assumed
upstream freestream turbulence intensity was 1%. The grid in the normal direction was
stretched at the rate of Ayj+l/AY j = 1.05, where Ay andj denote the grid spacing and
index, respectively. The first grid point from the wall was located at approximately y+ -
0.05. The grid was also stretched in the streamwise direction at the rate of Axi/Ax i_ 1 =
1.03 but not exceeding 0.25, where 5 is the boundary layer thickness. The first
streamwise grid spacing was only a fraction of the boundary layer thickness (- 0.0015) in
order to keep the influence of the initial profile on the flow solution within a short
distance near the leading edge.
Figure 3.9 presents the computed skin friction coefficients using the v'/-I, v'/-II,
and base models along with the data measured by Wieghardt and Tfllmann[25] and
Purtell, et ai.[26]. ALl the computed data agreed well with the measured data. In detail,
the v'/-I model provided the highest value among the computations at low Reynolds
numbers resulting in a better correlation with the data than the other two. Table 3.1
compares the computed friction coefficient, Cf, and shape parameter, H, with measured
data and DNS data at two streamwise locations. The momentum thickness Reynolds
number Re 0 at these locations were 670 and 1410, respectively. The DNS data were
obtained by Spalart[16]. At both locations, the v'l-I and v'l-II models as well as the
base model gave a fair to good agreement with the data. The agreement between the
computed and measured data was in general better at the higher Re 0. At Re 0 = 670, the
friction coefficient was underpredicted by all three models by approximately 2-7%. The
v'l-II model gave the lowest Cfl While, at Re 0 = 1410, the base model provided the least
agreement with an approximately 3.5% underprediction compared with the measured
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data. The DNS prediction of Cfat Re 0 = 1410 was higher than the measured dam by
approximately 4%. Overall, the v'l-I model gave the best agreement at the lower Re0;
while, at the high Re 0, the v'l-II model provided the best comparison with the measured
data.
Table 3.1. Flat Plate Turbulent Boundary Layer Integral Parameters
Re 0 = 670 Re 0 = 1410
qxl0 3 //  -xl0 3 n
Wieghardt- Tillmann Data 4.96 - 3.98 -
Purtell, et al Data 4.91 1.53 3.99 1.46
DNS Data 4.86 1.50 4.14 1.43
Base k-e Model 4.72 1.53 3.85 1.45
v'l - I Model 4.86 1.56 4.05 1.47
v'l - II Model 4.63 1.50 3.97 1.43
Figure 3.10 shows the predicted mean velocity profiles at Re 0 = 1410 compared
with the DNS data of Spalart[16] and the predictions of the Durbin and Yang-Shih
models. The proposed v'l-I, v'l-II, and base k-e models gave a good agreement with the
DNS data, which is natural since the model coefficients were set based on the DNS data.
Figure 3.11 presents a comparison of the computed and measured mean velocity profiles
at two additional streamwise locations where Re 0 = 6,228 and 14,703. The predictions
of both v'l-I and v'l-ll models agreed excellently with measured data of Wieghardt and
TiUmann[25] as well as the Clauser curve which can be written as
U + = lln y + + A (3.1)
K
where the constants _: and A are set equal to 0.41 and 5.0, respectively. The base k-e
model slightly underpredicted velocities in the logarithmic law region at both locations.
This comparison indicates that the v'l-I and v'l-II models represent adequately the
Reynolds number effects. Between these two models, the v'l-I model gave slightly
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stiffer velocity profiles in the neighborhood of y+ - 20 as shown in Figures 3.10 and
3.11.
In Figures 3.12 - 3.14, the predicted kinetic energy, dissipation rate, and shear
stress prof'fles at Re 0 = 1410, using the v'/-I, v'/-II, and base k-e models are compared
to DNS data [16]. The predictions from the Durbin model and Yang and Shih model are
also shown in comparison. Overall, the proposed models gave a good agreement with
the data. The most significant difference between the model predictions and the data was
observed in the near wall dissipation rates as shown in Figure 3.13. The v'/-I and base
k-e models provided good agreement with the DNS data in that region, while the v'l-II
model underpredicted. However, the second peak of the dissipation rate occurring at
around y+ equal to 10 is well predicted by all three models as compared with the DNS
data.
The normal component of turbulent velocities at Re 0 = 1410 computed using the
v'/-I and v'/-H models were compared with the DNS data in Figure 3.15. In the near
wall region where y+ < 40, both models gave good agreement with the data; while, in the
outer region, the predictions deviated from the data. The v'/-I model predicted an early
decrease beyond y+ > 200, while the v'l-H model underpredicted between y+ = 40 - 200.
The present analysis indicates that v' in the outer region affects little on the prediction of
mean flow and turbulence quantities. As discussed by Durbin[15], the correct prediction
of the near wall behavior of v "2 seems to be a key to predicting data.
3. Turbulent Boundary Layers Developing with Favorable Pressure
Gradient
Turbulent boundary layers with favorable pressure gradient measured by Herring
and Norbury (flow 2700 and 2800 as identified in the 1968 AFOSR-IFP-Stanford
Conference) [27, 28] were analyzed using the proposed v'l-I, v'l-IL and the base k-e
models as well as the models developed by Launder and Sharma[29] and Durbin[8]. In
these flows, no similarity solution exists and the initial profile strongly affects strongly
the downstream solutions. Therefore, the analysis required accurate initial profiles of the
mean velocity and turbulence quantities.
For the present analysis, the initial profiles were generated in the following
manner. First, to reduce the effect of inaccurate initial profiles on the downstream flow
solutions, the computation domain was extended upstream arbitrarily by 0.61 m ( 2 ft).
The upstream boundary layer thickness/iin at x = -0.61 m was calculated by matching
the calculated Re 0 at the first profile measurement location (x = 0 m) with the data. The
measured Re 0 at x -- 0 m was 3,393 and 4,107 for flow 2700 and 2800, respectively.
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During this process, the boundary layer equations were solved repeatedly for the
upstream extended region with kin which was assumed initially and updated iteratively
later. The initial profiles of U, k, and e at x = -0.61 m were computed by using the
turbulent profile generation procedure described in Appendix A. The freestream velocity
boundary conditions in this extended region were prescribed by extrapolating measured
velocities in the test section. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the comparison of the
computed and measured profiles at x = 0 m for flow 2700 and 2800, respectively. All of
the turbulence models considered gave a reasonable agreement with the data.
The present calculations were performed up to x = 1.524 m and 1.22 m for flow
2700 and 2800, respectively. The grid in the normal direction was stretched at the rate of
Ayj+l/Ay j = 1.05, where Ay and j denote the grid spacing and index, respectively. The
ftrst grid point from the wall was located at approximately y+ - 0.05. The grid was also
stretched in the streamwise direction at the rate of Axi/Axi. 1 = 1.03 but not exceeding
5% of the boundary layer thickness. The fn'st streamwise grid spacing at x = -0.61 m
was only a fraction of the local boundary layer thickness (- 0.0018in). The freestream
turbulence was assumed to be 1% upstream (x = -0.61 m).
(1) Mild Favorable Pressure Gradient Flow: Flow 2700
Flow 2700 was an equilibrium turbulent boundary layer developing in a mild
favorable pressure gradient. Herring and Norbury[27] measured boundary layer
parameters and velocity profiles at every 0.3048 m (1 ft) from x = 0 m to 1.524 m of the
test section. In this region the measured freestream velocity increased continuously such
that its streamwise _radient increased initially from dUe/dx = 2.65 see -1 at x = 0 m to
dUe/dx ---6.25 see- 1 at x = 0.686 m and remained approximately constant downstream.
Likewise, the measured equilibrium parameter _, which is defined by _ = (_i*/z w) dp/dx,
of the boundary layer also increased from -0.229 at x = 0 m in the front test section to
approximately -0.35 near the mid section. In the downstream, I_ remained almost
constant.
Figure 3.18 shows the computed friction coefficients using the proposed turbulence
models as well as Durbin and Launder-Sharma models and measured data of Herring and
Norbury[27]. The measured fiction coefficients remained approximately constant at Cf-
0.00345 in the entire measurement section. The v'l-I, v'l-II, and base k-e models
provided a good agreement with the data, while the Durbin[8] and Launder and Sharma
models [29] underpredicted the wall friction. The mean velocity profiles at the last
measurement location of x = 1.524 m obtained with the proposed models also compared
well with measured data as depicted in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. At this location, the
Launder and Shanua model substantially overpredicted the nondimensional velocity, U +,
in the logarithmic profile (see Figure 3.19), which was caused by the underpredicted Cf.
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(2) Strong Favorable Pressure Gradient Flow: Flow 2800
Flow 2800 was a turbulent boundary layer developing in a strongly favorable
pressure gradient. Herring and Norbury[28], who measured this flow, suspected that "the
flow might possibly be on the verge of relaminarization." The measured freestream
velocity increased rapidly throughout the test section which covered from x = 0 m to x =
1.22 m. The streamwise velocity gradient increased from dUe/dx = 5 sec-1 at x = 0 m to
17 sec -1 at x = 1.22 m; and the measured 13also varied continuously from -0.525 to
-0.620.
Figure 3.21 presents computed friction coefficients compared to measured data of
Herring and Norbury. The measured data showed a monotonic increase of the friction
coefficient in the streamwise direction from Cf= 0.00327 at x = 0 m to Cf = 0.00375 at
x = 1.219 m. The proposed v'/-I, v'l-II, and base k-e models as well as the Durbin
model gave also an increase of Cfin the streamwise direction, but the increase rate was
small compared to the measurements of Herring and Norbury[28]. The computed
friction coefficients using the Launder and Sharma model, however, were almost
constant at Cf- 0.0031. Figures 3.22 and 3.23 show the computed and measured mean
velocities at x = 1.219 m. The proposed models gave a good agreement with the data.
The computed and measured velocity profiles in the Cartesian coordinates generally
agreed better than in the semilogarithmic scale coordinates.
4. Turbulent Boundary Layers Developing in Adverse Pressure
Gradient
The validation of the proposed v'/-I and v'/-II models along with the base k-e
model were also performed for turbulent boundary layers developing in adverse pressure
gradients. Four different flows were predicted by using these models. The first three
flows were measured by Bradshaw [30, 31, 32] and identified as flow 2500, flow 2600,
and flow 3300 in the 1968 AFOSR-IFP-Stanford conference. Among them, flow 2500
and flow 2600 were equilibrium turbulent boundary layers which were developing in
'mild' and 'moderate' adverse pressure gradients, respectively. The measured freestream
velocity varied in a power-law as Ue _ x cx. The exponent cxwas -0.15 for flow 2500
and -0.255 for flow 2600. While, Flow 3300 was a turbulent boundary layer which was
subjected to constant pressure initially but later to a sudden moderate adverse pressure
gradient. The freestream velocity of this flow in the adverse pressure gradient region
decreased also as Ue _ xcx with cz = -0.255. Measured freestream velocities of these
three flows are depicted in Figure 3.24 along with their approximations used in the
calculations as the freestream boundary condition. Note that the kinks of these curves are
not real but are induced by the piecewise linear plotting scheme. Upstream of the first
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velocity measurement location, the approximations were arbitrarily extrapolated forward
tox=0m.
The last flow considered in this section was the turbulent boundary layer with
adverse pressure gradient measured by Samuel and Joubert[33]. The pressure gradient
was increasingly adverse over most of the test section. In a small region far downstream
near the last profile measurement location, it was decreasingly adverse. Measured
freestream velocities and their approximation are shown in Figure 3.25. The approxi-
mated velocity distribution was generated by using measured data of the streamwise
pressure gradient, dCpldx.
All of the computations were performed from x = 0 m with an initial boundary
layer thickness. The computed Re 0 at the ftrst profile measurement location was
matched to the measured data within 0.1%. The grid in the normal direction was
stretched at the rate of Ayj+l/Ay j = 1.05, where Ay and j denote the grid spacing and
index, respectively. The first grid point from the wall was located at approximately y+ -
0.075 in most of the analyses. The grid was also stretched in the streamwise direction at
the rate of Axi/Ax i. 1 = 1.03 but not exceeding 5% of the boundary layer thickness. The
first streamwise grid spacing near x = 0 m was only a fraction of the local boundary layer
thickness (- 0.0015). The upstream freestream turbulence was assumed to be 1%.
(1) Mild Adverse Pressure Gradient Flow: Flow 2500
Bradshaw[30] measured the equilibrium turbulent boundary layer in a mild adverse
pressure gradient. The turbulent boundary layer grew relatively fast. The measured
Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness increased from 10,061 at the first
profile measurement location (x = 0.610 m) to 22,579 at the last location (x = 2.134 m).
While the measured friction coefficient decreased from 0.0023 at x= 0.610 m to 0.00195
at x = 2.134 m. Table 3.2 shows measured and computed boundary layer parameters at
these first and last profile measurement locations. At both locations, the computed Re 0
and shape parameter H using the v'/-I, v'l-II, and base k-e models matched the data
within 6%. For the friction coefficient, the v'l-I and v'l-II models provided good
agreement with the measured data; but the base k-e model overpredicted the data by
approximately 8-12 %. Figure 3.26 shows that the proposed v'l-I and v'l-II models
provided much better comparison of the wall friction with the data than other k-e base
models.
Computed mean velocity profiles at three different locations of x = 0.610 m, 1.220
m, and 2.134 m are compared with measured data in Figures 3.27 and 3.28. Both v'l-I
and v'l-II models provided better correlation with the measured velocities than other
models. In 10 < y+ < 100, all of the models except the Launder and Sharma model
underpredicted the nondimensional velocity, U +, compared to the data. Figure 3.28
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showsthat the mean velocity profiles compared better in the Cartesian coordinates than
in the previous semilogarithraic scale coordinates.
Table 3.2. Boundary Layer Integral Parameters for Bradshaw
Equilibrium Boundary Layer developing in Mild Adverse
Pressure Gradient
X - 0.610 m X = 2.134 m
Re q x103 H Re q x 103 H
Bradshaw Data
Launder-Sharma Model
Durbin Model
Base k-8 Model
10,062 2.30 1.426 22,578 1.95 1.399
10,058 2.47 1.386 21,504 2.23 1.341
10,059 2.42 1.472 21,592 2.12 1.444
10,062 2.49 1.464 21,740 2.19 1.429
v '1 - I Model 10,063 2.23 1.449 21,133 2.02 1.415
v'l - II Model 10,061 2.30 1.420 21,196 2.04 1.387
(2) Moderate Adverse Pressure Gradient Flow: Flow 2600
As measured by Bradshaw[31], the freestream velocity of flow 2600 decreased
much faster than that of the previous case (see Figure 3.24). The boundary layer
thickness, therefore, grew faster than that of flow 2500 such that 8 at x = 2.108 m was
approximately 3.33 times that measured at x = 0.584 m; while in the previous mild
pressure gradient it grew approximately 2.65 times in the same distance. Although the
boundary layer thickened rapidly, measured friction coefficients decreased a little
(approximately 7%) between the two locations, as shown in Figure 3.28.
The turbulent boundary layer was analyzed by using the v'/-I, v'l-lI, and base k-e
models as well as the models developed by Launder and Sharma[29] and Durbin[8] with
the approximated freestream velocities shown in Figure 3.24. Figure 3.29 shows that the
proposed v'/-I and v'l-II models underpredicted the friction coefficient compared with
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the data, while the base k-e model and the Launder and Sharma model overprodicted.
The prediction of the Durbin model[8] correlates best with the data.
Figure 3.30 presents the predicted and measured logarithmic velocity profiles at x
= 0.584 m and 2.108 m. The v'l-I and v'l-ll models gave significantly better correla-
tions with the data than other k-¢ models. Between y+ = 10 and 100, both v'l models
underpredicted the non-dimensional velocity, U +. The mean velocity profiles were
replotted in Cartesian coordinates in Figure 3.31. The v'/-II model provided a good
agreement with the data, while other models mostly underpredicted the mean velocities.
Note that the Durbin relaxation model suffered from numerical instability when the ftrst
grid point from the wall was located closely such that y+ at the first grid was equal to or
less than approximately 0.1. A relatively coarse grid arrangement in the normal
direction, therefore, was used for the Durbin model prediction for this flow.
(3) Flow Under the Sudden Application of an Adverse Pressure Gradient: Flow
3300
Flow 3300 was a turbulent boundary layer measured by Bradshaw [32]. The
freestream pressure was initially constant in the front 0.610 m long test section. In the
downstream, a sudden adverse pressure gradient was applied such that the freestream
velocity decreased as Ue *- x "0.255. The measured boundary layer was developing into
an equilibrium flow under the adverse pressure gradient.
The flow calculations were performed using the v'/-I, v'l-II, base k-e, Durbin, and
Launder and Sharma k-e models with the velocity approximation shown in Figure 3.24
as the freestream boundary condition. The computed Reynolds numbers based on the
momentum thickness at the fast measurement location (x = 0.610 m) was matched to the
measured data of Re 0 = 8,593 within a 0.1% error. The calculated and measured
boundary layer parameters at the first and last profile measurement locations are shown
in Table 3.3. The friction coefficient comparison between predictions and measure-
ments at the first profile location (x = 0.610 m) was fair to good. All of the computed
friction coefficients except for that obtained from the base k-e model agreed with the
measured data within 2.5%. At the last profile measurement location (x = 2.134 m), the
computed boundary layer parameters were generally deviated more from the data than at
the first profile location. The v'l-I model provided the best agreement in Re 0, H(=5*/0),
and Cfwith the data at the location (see Table 3.3).
Figure 3.32 presents the comparison of computed and measured friction coeffi-
cients. The v'/-I and v'l-II models gave good comparison with the measured data.
Other k-e based models overpredicted significantly the wall friction in the entire adverse
pressure gradient region. In Figures 3.33 and 3.34, the predicted mean velocities at three
locations of x = 0.610 m, 1.219 m and 2.134 m are compared with measured data.
Overall, the v'l-I and v'l-II models provided better agreement with the data at these
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locations than other models. In Cartesian coordinates, the base model and the Durbin
model also gave good comparison with the data (see Figure 3.34). Between the v'l-I and
v'l-II models, the former gave slightly better predictions.
Table 3.3. Boundary Layer Integral Parameters for Bradshaw Turbulent
Boundary Layer Subjected to a Sudden Mild Adverse Pressure
Gradient
X = 0.610 m X = 2.134 m
Re 0 t_xl0 3 H Re 0 Cfxl0 3 H
Bradshaw Data 8,593
Launder-Sharma Model 8,589
Durbin Model 8,590
Base k-e Model 8,593
2.65 1.376 22,582 1.56 1.530
2.68 1.295 23,102 2.08 1.430
2.71 1.349 23,410 1.86 1.575
2.81 1.337 23,496 1.93 1.551
v'l - I Model 8,591 2.70 1.336 22,740 1.58 1.525
v'l - H Model 8,592 2.70 1.323 22,693 1.66 1.481
(4) Samuei-Joubert Flow
The Samuel-Joubert flow[33] was the non-equilibrium turbulent boundary layer
developed under an increasingly adverse pressure gradient and later under a brief
decreasingly adverse pressure gradient near the end of the test section. The measured
freestream velocity distribution was shown in Figure 3.25 along with the velocity
approximation derived from the measured streamwise gradient of the pressure coeffi-
cienL The approximated velocity distribution was used in the calculations as the
freestream boundary condition. Under the adverse pressure gradient, the boundary layer
was developing into a non-equilibrium flow. Such a non-equilibrium flow is difficult to
predict with conventional k-e models and, therefore, has been often used as a test case for
turbulence models.
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Theproposedv'/-I, v'l-II andbasek-emodelsweretestedto verify their
predictioncapabilitiesfor thisnon-equilibriumflow. For the comparison purpose, the
flow was also analyzed by using the models developed by Launder and Sharma [29] and
Durbin [8]. The calculation started with a zero pressure gradient boundary layer at x = 0
m. The computed momentum thickness Reynolds numbers at the f'trst measurement
location where x 1 = 0.855 m were matched iteratively to the measured data of Re 0 =
4,830 based on the inlet reference velocity. The measured Reynolds number based on
the inlet reference velocity per unit length was approximately 1.7x106 m -1.
In Figure 3.35, the computed friction coefficients normalized based on the
upstream reference velocity are compared with measured data. The friction coefficient,
Cfo, at the first measurement location (x - x 1 = 0 m) was overpredicted by all of the
models. Downstream, the v'/-I and v'l-ll models as well as the Durbin models provided
good comparisons with the data, although the v'/models and the Durbin model gave
slight underprediction and overprediction, respectively. The base k-e model prediction
also agreed well with the data except far downstream where the adverse pressure gradient
was relatively strong. Meanwhile, the prediction of the Launder and Sharma model
deviated gradually from the data as the pressure gradient built up. In Figure 3.36,
calculated boundary layer shape parameters are depicted along with measured data. The
shape parameters obtained from the v'l-I, base and Durbin models correlated well with
the data initially, but they gradually deviated from the data as the pressure gradient
became stronger. Meanwhile, the v'l-II model underpredicted the shape parameter
except for the near exit region where the pressure gradient was relatively strong. The
Launder and Sharma model gave a significant underprediction throughout the computa-
tion domain.
Figures 3.37 and 3.38 present the computed mean velocity profiles at x-x 1 = 0.935
m and 2.535 m, along with measured data. At x-x 1 = 0.935 m, the pressure gradient was
relatively mild and increasingly adverse; while, at x-x 1 = 2.535 m, it was relatively
strong and decreasingly adverse. At the first location, all predicted profiles compared
well with the data. However, at the second location, the k-e based models except the
v'l-I and v'l-II models gave poor comparison with the data. The v'/-I and v'/-II models
also reproduced qualitatively the evolution of turbulence quantities of the kinetic energy,
shear stress, and variance of the normal component turbulence velocities as shown in
Figures 3.39-3.42. In relatively strong adverse pressure gradient these two models failed
to match measured data quantitatively: at x-x 1 = 2.535 m, the kinetic energy was
underpredicted; while the shear stress and normal component turbulence velocity were
overpredicted.
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5. Turbulent Boundary Layer Heat Transfer
The proposed v'l-I and v'l-lI models as well as the base k-s model were evaluated
for their heat transfer prediction capabilities. For a relatively clean flow with low
freestream turbulence intensity fruoo < 0.fi%), these three models predicted surface heat
transfer in good agreement with measured data as shown in Figure 3.43. The data shown
in Figure 3.43 were measured by Ames and Moffat[21] for a zero pressure gradient
boundary layer which developed on a uniformly heated fiat plate with an upstream
unheated length of 0.19 m. The measured upstream Reynolds numbers per unit length
were approximately lx106 m "1 and 2x106 m "1. The computed velocity and temperature
profiles at Re e = 3,350 and Re h = 3540, respectively, using the v'/-I and v'/-II models
correlated also very well with measured data of Ames and Moffat as shown in Figure
3.44. Here, Re h denotes the Reynolds number based on the enthalpy thickness. The base
k-e model gave an underprediction of the logarithmic velocity profile in the logarithmic
law region. For these calculations, the energy equation was solved with the measured
heat flux wall boundary condition. The turbulent Prandtl number was obtained from the
Kays' correlation[12] given in Equation (2.5).
The v'l-l, v'/-II, and base k-e models were also assessed for predicting heat
transfer from fiat plate boundary layers with high intensity, large scale turbulence. Ames
and Moffat[21] generated high intensity, large scale turbulence in a simulated combustor
which produced turbulence level up to 19% with length scale ranging 11 - 14 cm. Such
high intensity, large scale freestream turbulence can cause high anisotropies in the wall
boundary layer. Ames and Moffat observed from their experiment that the normal
component turbulence was strongly attenuated by the wall, which resulted in a
significant reduction of the influence of freestream turbulence on boundary layer
development. Such phenomena can't be predicted by conventional k-e models since the
models have no mechanism to deal with the anisotropic behavior of external turbulence.
Heat transfer analyses were performed for three turbulent boundary layers
measured by Ames and Moffat[21] with their turbulence generator #5. The measured
upstream Reynolds numbers per unit length of these flows were approximately 0.38x106
m -1, 0.75x106 m "l, and 1.4x106 m "1. The upstream turbulence was Tu** = 19% and
Lu** = 12 cm. At the end of the test section, the turbulence intensity level decreased to
approximately 7%. The calculations started near the leading edge of the uniformly
heated test plate with turbulent flow profiles generated by using the procedure described
in Appendix A. The computed Re 8 at the first profiles measurement location (x =
0.2032 m) was matched to the data iteratively. However, for other k-e models such as
the Launder and Sharma, Durbin, and Yang and Shih models which were used for
comparison purposes, some difficulties were experienced in the trial-and-error matching
of Re o. Such problems were caused by the prediction of unrealistically high mixing
which resulted in a rapid boundary layer growth. For these models, an arbitrarily thin
boundary layer thickness was specified upstream such that it provided the closest Re 0 at
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the first measurement location compared to the data. The energy equation was solved
with measured surface heat flux as the wall boundary condition. The turbulent Prandtl
number was calculated from Equation (2.5).
In Figures 3.45-3.47, the computed wall Stanton numbers are compared with t
measured data for the Reynolds numbers per unit length of 0.38x10 ° m -x, 0.75x10 ° m-1,
and 1.4x106 m-1, respectively. The agreement between the computed heat transfer using
the v'/-I and v'l-lI models and the data was excellent; while other models overpredicted
significantly. The Durbin relaxation model which provided reasonable predictions for
the non-equilibrium flow under increasingly adverse pressure gradient performed equally
poorly as the conventional k-¢ model. As the Reynolds number increased, the deviation
of these predictions from the data became larger. Figure 3.48 shows calculated velocity
and temperature profiles at the near exit plane (x = 2.13 m) for these three flows using
the v'l-I and v'/-II models. Both models gave good agreement with measured data.
The relatively good performance of the v'l-I and v'l-II models for non-equilibrium
flows such as the Samuel-Joubert flow[33] and flat plate boundary layers with high
intensity, large scale turbulence measured by Ames and Moffat[21] might be attributed to
the formulation of the eddy diffusivity in terms of the velocity and length scales which
were modeled based on the dissipation rate, the local coordinate and/or the characteristic
time scales. With such formulations, the proposed v'/-I and v'l-II models were able to
account for the anisotropy of the dissipation and the reduced length of mixing in the near
wall region more adequately. Interestingly, the v'l models have largely performed better
in correlating the data than the more sophisticated Durbin relaxation model, in which two
additional transport equations were employed for more accurate v"2 evaluations. The
second important factor was thought to be the use of the more adequate non-singular e
equation augmented with the local anisotropy term. This argument was based on the
observation that the base k-e model, which employed the conventional eddy viscosity
formulation with a damping function, provided often comparable solutions to the Durbin
relaxation model and significantly better than conventional k-e models.
6. Turbine Airfoil Heat Transfer
An important objective of the present study is to providing a more reliable
prediction of gas side heat transfer rates on a turbine airfoil. The flow field inside the
turbine passage is generally three-dimensional although, in the mid-span region, the three
dimensional effect becomes of secondary importance. In addition the flow is very
complex due to high turbulence intensity, strong pressure gradient, laminar-turbulent
transition, surface curvature, surface roughness, cooling air injections, etc. A
two-dimensional analysis using the time-averaged governing equations with a closure
model, however, is still a common practice among airfoil cooling designers.
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Accurate airfoil heat transfer predictions require implementing the aforementioned
various flow factors into the closure model, which is almost impracticable. Among the
flow factors, laminar-turbulent transition and laminar heat transfer augmentation due to
the presence of freestream turbulence are known to affect the accuracy of non-film
cooled airfoil heat transfer predictions significantly. However, these factors can't be
easily implemented because of their complex natures and lack of detailed information
about them. Despite the recent significant developments in turbulence modeling, no
two-equation model has been proved to be capable of predicting these phenomena
correctly. Empirical correlations are often used among design engineers. The proposed
v'/-I and v'l-II closure models, like other two-equation models, do not have the
capability of predicting these phenomena accurately. Therefore, a set of empirical
correlations were developed and accommodated into the analysis by means of the
effective viscosity/Prandtl number concept suggested by Hylton, et al.[34]
Generalized forms of the effective viscosity/Prandtl number can be written as
!leff = IX + ( Vt IXt + TTU _tTU ) (3.2)
where
IX + ( Ytixt + YTUIXTU )
= (3.3)Preff
IX ( Yt IXt + YTIT IXTIT )
+
Pr Prt
( YtIX t + VTU IXTU)
Pr = (3.4)
t (km/Cp) t
Here, IXdenotes the viscosity; Pr, the Prandtl number; V, the intermittency factor varying
from 0 to 1; km, the thermal conductivity; and co, the specific heat. The subscript 'eft"
indicates the effective quantity; and the subscrilitS 't' and 'TU' for evaluating under the
turbulent and freestream turbulence conditions, respectively. Note that the term in
parenthesis above replaces the single term representation of turbulent eddy viscosity, IXt,
in Equations (2.8) and (2.9). Use of the same variable, Ixt, in both Equations (2.8) and
(3.2) is intentional. In simple approaches, which explicitly include the effects of
freestream turbulence, modeling of the turbulent viscosity, Ixt, is not changed. The
freestream turbulence is accounted for by introducing an additional term 'IXTU' referred
as the "turbulence' viscosity[34]. With this approach, Equations(3.2) and (3.3) are
equivalent to Equations (2.8) and (2.9) only if Tt is unity and YI'U and or IXTU equals
zero.
The intermittency factor, Yt, in Equations (3.2) - (3.4) was introduced to model the
transition process from laminar to turbulent by following the suggestion of Emmons[35].
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It has generally a functional form that varies from 0 for laminar flow to 1 for fully
turbulent flow. Specification of the actual functional form is the result of transition
origin, path, and length modeling. For turbine airfoil flow, the transition onset was
reasonably well predicted by the Mayle criterion[36] when the freestream turbulence
intensity was high such as Tu > 3% but its augmentation effect was not significant- The
Mayle criterion correlates the critical momentum thickness Reynolds number in terms of
the freestream turbulence intensity as,
Re0t = 400 Tu "5/8 (3.5)
where Re0t denotes the momentum thickness Reynolds number at the transition onset;
and Tu, the freestream turbulence intensity in per cent. When the augmentation
becomes significant or when the turbulence intensity is low such as Tu < 3%, this
criterion tends to predict early transition. For low turbulence intensifies, measured
transition data of the flat plate flow can be represented reasonably well by the
Abu-Ghannam and Shaw correlation (refer to Figure 11 in the reference [361). The
correlation is given by
Re0t = 163 +exp[ 6.91 -Tu ] (3.6)
An adjustment, therefore, was necessary to the Mayle criterion in order to take account
of these observations. The correlation used in this analysis is written as
Re0t = 500 Tu "0"68 (3.7)
As shown in Figure 3.49, Equation (3.7) agrees well with the Abu-Ghannam and Shaw
correlation in low turbulence intensities (Tu < 2%); while it approaches asymptotically to
the Mayle correlation in high turbulence intensities.
The transition intermittency factor, Yt, is often modeled by an exponential function
of the Reynolds number based on either the momentum thickness or the streamwise
distance. Numerous correlations are currently available in the open literature. They
were mostly developed based on a curve fit of data measured under limited flow
conditions. Therefore, no universally applicable correlation has been found yet. Since
the present study is not focused on developing transition models, a serious investigation
was avoided and a rather simple form of expression was sought. A brief review on
measured airfoil heat transfer data available for mid to high Reynolds numbers led to the
following correlation:
Yt = 1.0 - exp [. Re0Re0t- Reot ]
(3.8)
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where Re 0 is the local momentum thickness Reynolds number; and Re0t is the momen-
tum thickness Reynolds number at the transition onset given by Equation (3.7).
Figure 3.50 shows an example prediction of the airfoil surface heat transfer using
this correlation, Equation (3.8). The data shown in this figure were measured by Turner_
et al.[37] from a C3X airfoil. The measured Reynolds number was approximately 2x10 °
at the turbine exit. The Mach numbers at the inlet and exit plane were 0.16 and 0.9,
respectively. The upstream turbulence intensity was approximately 6.55%. The
measured laminar-turbulent transition on both suction and pressure surface started at
around 30% and 25%, respectively, of the surface distance measured from the leading
edge stagnation point. The transition process continued up to approximately 60% on the
suction surface and near the trailing edge on the pressure surface. The computed
transition process with the v'l-lI model matched the data on both suction and pressure
surfaces.
The laminar heat transfer augmentation due to the presence of freestream
turbulence is most prominent on the airfoil stagnation point and diminishes gradually
downstream along the surface as the flow transition takes place. The phenomenon is
generally more persistent on the pressure surface than the suction surface as shown in
Figures 3.50 and 3.51. Recent studies[10] indicate that the airfoil leading edge
augmentation might be caused by the straining of the flow around the cylinder stagnation
region. The straining of the freestream flow leads to amplifying the energy in the small
eddies with an axis parallel to the flow along the surface. According to Ames[10], the
turbulence produced within the boundary layer, due to the influence of the flow field
turbulence, is most likely responsible for the enhanced mixing and the high level of heat
transfer augmentation on the pressure surface.
From dimensional reasoning as for the turbulent viscosity formulation, the
'turbulence' viscosity induced by freestream turbulence can also be written in terms of
the velocity and length scales as,
g TU ~ ( velocity scale ). ( length scale ) (3.9)
In early studies reviewed by Hylton, et al.[33], the freestream turbulence fluctuation of
TuUe and the mixing length, which was defined in the same means as in the mixing
length hypothesis definition of turbulent viscosity, were often used for the velocity and
length scales, respectively. However, the recent study of Ames[10] indicates that the
energy scale, Lu, of the freestream turbulence is a logical length scale to use in correlat-
ing the effects of turbulence on heat transfer rather than the turbulent mixing length.
The study also indicates that the freestream turbulent eddies, which are large compared to
the distance from the wall, are blocked by the presence of the wall. This blocking action
causes a strong attenuation of the normal component turbulence and the lateral scale of
turbulence normal to the wall, which influences significantly the surface heat transfer.
Hunt and Graham rapid distortion theory[18] as well as Thomas and Hancock measure-
ments[20] showed that the normal variance, v '2, of turbulence attenuated as a function
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of (y/Lx) 2/3 as the wall was approached and the lateral integral scale, Ly, varied with the
distance to the wall. Based on these studies, the turbulence viscosity can be formulated
as
(Y _4/3 (3.10)
where CTU denotes a constant; Tu, the freestream turbulence intensity in decimal; Ue,
the freestream velocity; Lu, the energy scale of the freestream turbulence; and y, the
local normal coordinate. Equation (3.10) was first derived by Ames and Moffat[21].
The intcrmittency factor, YI-O, for the freestream turbulence effect was specified by
following the suggestion of Hylton, et al.[34] as
YTU = 1 " ¥t (3.11)
where Tt denotes the intermittency factor of the laminar-turbulent transition def'med in
Equation (3.8). Equation (3.11) forces the freestream turbulence effect on the skin
friction and heat transfer to be diminished gradually as the flow transition takes place so
that, in fully turbulent flows, the 'turbulence' viscosity is completely eliminated in
determining the effective viscosity. Such a process agrees qualitatively with the
aforementioned experimental observations that the augmentation mainly occurred in the
laminar flow zone.
Figure 3.51 shows an example calculationof Equation (3.I0). The data shown in
thisfigureare theheat transferaugmentation inthe near leadingedge region of a C3X
airfoil under three different freestream turbulence conditions. These data were measured
by Ames[10] for the airfoil exit Reynolds number based on the airfoil chord of 0.Sx106
and the inlet and exit Mach numbers of 0.08 and 0.27, respectively. The three measured
upstream freestream turbulence conditions were Tu = 1. l%/Lu = 66.0 ram, Tu = 7.75%/
Lu = 13.6%, and Tu = 8.3%/Lu = 43.4 ram. The data showed a significant augmentation
in heat transfer as the turbulence level increased from 1% to 8%. On the suction side of
the airfoil, the augmentation diminished faster than on the pressure side. The data also
showed that the smaller length scale provided higher augmentation than the larger one.
The computed results reproduced all of these phenomena excellently. The calculations
were performed with the modeling constant of CTU = 0.6, which was used throughout
the rest of the airfoil heat transfer calculations. The v'l-I turbulence closure was used for
these calculations. Figure 3.50 also presents an excellent correlation of computed heat
transfer with measured data on an entire surface of a C3X airfoil measured by Turner, at
a1137]. The measured Reynolds number of this case was much higher than the previous
one shown in Figure 3.51.
Three different airfoil heat transfer data sets were analyzed using the proposed
v'l-I and v'l-II models coupled with these additional features of laminar-turbulent
transition and the laminar heat transfer augmentation induced by the freestream
turbulence. They included the C3X airfoil heat transfer data measured by Ames[10] and
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Turner, et a1.[37], and the airfoil data measured by Arts, et al.[38]. Ames[10] measured
airfoil surface heat transfer on a heated C3X airfoil with a constant heat flux; Turner, et
al.[37] on internally cooled vane cascades by an array of radial cooling holes; and Arts,
et a1.[38] on uncooled airfoils placed in a compression tube tunnel. For both Turner, et
al. and Arts, et al. measurements, the freesueam was heated by a burner and an isentropic
compression piston, respectively. The first data measured by Ames was for a relatively
low Mach number (M 1 = 0.08 and M 2 = 0.27) flow; while the other two for high Mach
number flows such as M 2 = 0.78 - 1.06. The Reynolds numbers at the airfoil exit plane
of these flows ranged from 0.5xl06 to 2.5x106. The upstream turbulence intensity
varied from 1% m 12%. The reason behind selecting these flows for evaluating the
proposed v'l models as well as the transition and augmentation correlations was that
these data sets provided detailed turbulence information so that the turbulence levels and
scales were easily estimated. Most of the early airfoil heat transfer data sets documented
the turbulence data insufficiently.
The predictions were made by using the two dimensional steady compressible
boundary layer equations, Equations (2.1), (2.6) and (2.7). The freestrearn velocities
were obtained from a stream function analysis for the low Mach number C3X airfoil
measured by Ames[10] and a two-dimensional Euler analysis for the high Math number
flow measured by Turner, et al.[37] and Arts, et al.[38]. The computed velocities for
these airfoils are given in Appendix B. For the energy equation solution, either measured
airfoil surface temperature or heat flux was specified on the surface; as was the measured
total enthalpy or total temperature in the freestream. The starting profiles were obtained
from the similarity solutions of the stagnation point developed by Kwon, et al.[13].
(1) C3X Airfoil Heat Transfer Measured by Ames
Ames[10] measured the surface heat transfer on a C3X airfoil, of which the profile
is shown in Figure 3.52. The freestream turbulence level varied from Tu = 1% to 13%
for two different flow conditions of Rec2 = 0.5x106, M 1 = 0.05, M 2 = 0.17; and Rec2 =
0.8x106, M 1 = 0.08, M 2 = 0.27. The present predictions were performed for the flow
condition of ReC2 = 0.Sx106, M 1 = 0.08, M 2 = 0.27 with the freestream turbulence
intensity ranging from I% to 12% and the energy scale from 1.4 cm to 6.6 era. The
upstream total condition and turbulence data of the computed flows are shown in Table
3.4. The surface pressures obtained from a stream function analysis were compared with
measured data in Figure 3.53. Both computed and measured surface pressure showed a
strong adverse pressure gradient about 5 em downstream of the stagnation point on the
suction surface of the airfoil. The adverse pressure gradient at the location was so strong
that the computed flow at Tu = 1% separated as shown in Figures 3.54 and 3.55. The
airfoil surface heat transfer was calculated for the measured surface heat flux.
Figures 3.54 and 3.55 show the computed surface heat transfer for Tu = 1%, 8%,
and 12% by using the v'/-I and v'l-II models, respectively, along with measured data.
The measured data indicated that a 'more-or-less' instantaneous transition took place on
the suction surface for all three turbulence conditions considered. The sudden transition
might have been triggered by the strong adverse pressure gradient that occurred in the
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region. At the 1% freestream turbulence, both models predicted a laminar separation on
the suction surface as described above. With the high freestream turbulence levels, both
models, coupled with the transition and augmentation correlations, Equations (3.7), (3.8),
(3.10) and (3.11), predicted gradual transitions on the suction surface and, therefore, they
underpredicted the heat transfer level in the mid-chord region of the suction surface. An
instantaneous transition approximation provided better agreement in the region for these
cases.
On the pressure surface, the computed results showed a suppressed laminar-
turbulent transition at high freestream turbulence levels. The v'/-I model predicted faster
development of flow transition than the v%II on the surface. As shown in Figure 3.51,
the turbulence scale effect on the augmentation was also well captured by the augmenta-
tion model, as previously discussed. Both computed and measured heat transfer
coefficients for the smaller length scale were higher than for the larger scale.
Table 3.4. Upstream Flow Conditions for C3X Cascade Heat Transfer
Measurements of Ames
Test Case
Total Pressure
(K Pa)
Total Temp.
(°K)
Tuo. (%)
Lu (cm)
HTB100
95.745
300.44
1.1
6.60
HTGI00
94.263
300.22
7.75
1.36
HTCS100
95.220
298.72
8.3
4.34
HTG200
95.373
297.84
12.0
3.36
(2) C3X Airfoil Heat Transfer Measured by Turner, et al.
Turner, at al.[37] measured the surface heat transfer on a C3X airfoil with and
without the leading edge blowing at various flow conditions. Among them, the
calculations were performed for the non-blown condition at three different exit Reynolds
numbers of Rec2 = 1.5x106 ,2.0x106, and 2.5x106. The Mach numbers and the
upstream turbulence condition of all three cases were the same such that M 1 = 0.16, M 2
= 0.9, Tu = 6.6% and Lu = 4.22 cm. The upstream total condition and turbulence data of
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the computed flows are shown in Table 3.5. The airfoil profile and surface velocities
obtained from an Euler analysis are shown in Figures 3.56 and 3.57, respectively. The
airfoil surface heat transfer was calculated for the measured surface temperature.
During this analysis, the wall boundary condition of the energy equation was found
to affect rather significantly the accuracy of the surface heat transfer prediction. As
commonly practiced among design engineers, specifying a uniform wall temperature
resulted in a poor correlation with measured data in the region where the streamwise
surface temperature gradient was relatively significant. Figure 3.58 shows a comparison
of the calculated surface heat transfer coefficients using measured surface temperatures
and a uniform surface temperature of Twffo = 0.764. The measured surface temperature
provided a good correlation with the data; while the uniform surface temperature
underpredicted significantly near the leading edge region.
Table 3.5. Upstream Flow Conditions for C3X Cascade Heat Transfer
Measurements of Turner, et al.
Test Case
Total Pressure
(K Pa)
Total Temp.
(OK)
4300
208.65
692.0
440O
273.44
687.0
4500
345.67
692.0
Tuoo (%)
Lu (cm)
6.55
4.22
6.55
4.22
6.55
4.22
Figure 3.59 shows the calculated airfoil surface heat transfer for three exit
Reynolds numbers along with measured data of Turner, et al.[37]. The computed heat
transfer coefficients using both v'/-I and v'l-ll models agreed with measured data,
although a little overprediction was found in the transition completion region of the
suction surface at the highest Reynolds number of Rec2 = 2.5x106. The flow transition
on the suction surface took place between 30-60% of the surface arc length; and, on the
pressure surface, it covered almost the entire surface for all three conditions. Between
the v'/-I and v'/-II models, the former provided a little delayed transition on the suction
surface while, on the pressure surface, the reverse was true.
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In the leading edge region where -10% < x/s < 25%, the heat transfer augmentation
of these three flows was significant as compared with the data shown in Figure 3.50. The
data presented in Figure 3.50 are the calculated surface heat transfer for Rec2 = 2.0x106
with and without including the augmentation effect and measured data. In the fully
turbulent region where x/s > 60% on the suction surface and x/s < -75% on the pressure
surface, the augmentation model provided no effect on the calculated heat transfer, which
resulted in good agreement with measurements. The large difference between the two
predictions in -50% < x/s < -10% on the pressure surface (see Figure 3.50) was largely
caused by the delayed flow transition prediction by the analysis without the augmenta-
tion.
(3) VKI Airfoil Heat Transfer Measured by Arts, et al.
Arts, et al.[38] measured airfoil surface heat transfer for a highly loaded transonic
turbine vane at the von Karman Institute. The airfoil profile is shown in Figure 3.60 and
Euler predictions of the surface velocity distribution for transonic and supersonic exit
conditions are shown in Figures 3.61 and 3.62. The surface velocity distribution showed
a continuous acceleration on both suction and pressure surfaces except for the near
trailing edge region of the suction surface where a moderate-to-strong deceleration
occurred. For this turbine airfoil, the effects of varying Reynolds number, turbulence
level, and exit Mach number on the heat transfer were investigated.
The calculations were performed for the freestream turbulence level of 1%, 4%,
and 6%; the exit Mach numbers of M,_ = 0.8, 0.9, and 1.06; and the exit Reynolds
numbers of ReC2 -- 0.5x 106, 1.0x 10_ and 2.0x 106. Since the turbulence length scales
were not documented in [38], they were estimated based on the description of the test
facility set up as Lu = 0.508 cm, 1.397 cm, and 1.194 cm for Tu = 1%, 4%, and 6%,
respectively. Table 3.6 shows the upstream total condition and turbulence data of the
computed flows.
The surface heat transfer was calculated for a uniform wall temperature condition
since no airfoil surface temperature distribution was documented in [38]. The effect of
varying turbulence levels at three different exit Reynolds numbers is presented in Figures
3.63 - 3.65. The predictions for both surfaces agreed reasonably well with the data,
except in the flow transition zone on the suction surface. For the low turbulence level
(Tu = 1%), both v'l-I and v'l-ll models predicted a flow separation near the trailing
edge of the suction surface where a moderate-to-strong adverse pressure gradient
occurred. The measured data showed that, when the flow transition initiated upstream or
inside the adverse pressure gradient region on the suction surface, a rapid transition took
place as might have been triggered by the adverse pressure gradient. The computed
results, however, showed rather a gradual transition. On the pressure surface, both
models reproduced the measured data qualitatively. They tend to predict fast develop-
ment of the transition for high Reynolds numbers and high freestream turbulence levels.
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The heat transfer augmentation induced by the freestream turbulence was well
predicted by both models. The underprediction in the leading edge region might have
been caused by the use of the uniform wall temperature condition for the heat transfer
analysis. It is noted that the surface temperature in the turbine airfoil leading edge region
varies often significantly in the streamwise direction. The effect of varying exit Mach
number is shown in Figure 3.66. The predictions of both v'/-I and v'/-H models agreed
well with the data except in the downstream section of the pressure surface. In the
region, the prediction showed a rapid development of the transition process while the
data indicated a strongly suppressed transition. The calculated transition process on the
suction surface compared well with the data.
Table 3.6. Upstream Flow Conditions for VKI Cascade Heat Transfer
Measurements of Arts, et al.
Total Pressure Total Temp.
Test Case (K Pa) ( oK ) Tuoo (%) Luoo (cm)
MUR129 184.9 409.20 1.0 0.508
MUR217 183.5 412.70 4.0 1.397
MUR224 90.9 402.60 6.0 1.194
MUR226 90.4 404.10 4.0 1.397
MUR228 91.5 403.30 1.0 0.508
MUR232 167.3 413.20 6.0 1.194
MUR235 182.8 413.30 6.0 1.194
MUR237 175.3 417.30 6.0 1.194
MUR239 338.7 411.90 6.0 1.194
MUR245 338.4 412.60 4.0 1.397
MUR2A7 339.5 416.20 1.0 0.508
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of mean velocity profiles predicted by using various k-¢ based
turbulence models with DNS data for a two-dimensional fully developed
turbulent channel flow at Re,c = 395.
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of turbulent kinetic energy proftles predicted by using various
k-¢ based turbulence models with DNS data for a two- dimensional fully
developed turbulent channel flow at Re x = 395.
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of dissipation rateprof'fles predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with DNS data for a two-dimensional fully developed
turbulent channel flow at Re x = 395.
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of turbulent shear stress profiles predicted by using various k-c
based turbulence models with DNS data for a two-dimensional fully
developed turbulent channel flow at Rez = 395.
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of normal component velocity profiles predicted by using
various k-e based turbulence models with DNS data for a two-dimensional
fully developed turbulent channel flow at Re x = 395.
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of mean velocity prot"fles predicted by using the v'l-I, v'l-II, and
base k-s turbulence models with DNS data for a two-dimensional fully
developed turbulent channel flow at Re, c = 180.
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Figure 3.7 Comparison of turbulent kinetic energy profiles predicted by using the v'/-I,
v'/-II, and base k-e turbulence models with DNS data for a two-dimensional
fully developed turbulent channel flow at Re x = 180.
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Figure 3.8 Comparison of dissipation rate profiles predicted by using the v'l-I, v'l-II,
and base k-e turbulence models with DNS data for a two-dimensional fully
developed turbulent channel flow at Re_ = 180.
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of wall skin friction coefficients predicted by using the v'/-I,
v'/-IL and base k-e turbulence models with measured data for a two-
dimensional zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer.
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of mean velocity profiles predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with Spalart's DNS data for a two-dimensional zero
pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer at Re 0 ffi 1410.
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of mean velocity profiles predicted by using the v'/-I, v'l-II,
and base k-e turbulence models with measured data and the Clauser curve
0¢ = 0.41, A = 5.0) for a two-dimensional zero pressure gradient turbulent
boundary layer at Re 0 = 6,228 and 14,703.
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of turbulent kinetic energy profiles predicted by using various
k-¢ based turbulence models with Spalart's DNS data for a two-dimensional
zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer at Re 0 = 1410.
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of dissipation rate prof'des predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with Spalart's DNS data for a two-dimensional zero
pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer at Re 0 = 1410.
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of shear stress profiles predicted by using various k-c based
turbulence models with Spalart's DNS data for a two-dimensional zero
pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer at Re 0 = 1410.
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of normal component turbulent velocity profiles predicted by
using the v'/-I and v'l-II models with Spalart's DNS data for a two-
dimensional zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer at Re 0 = 1410.
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Figure 3.16 Comparison of mean velocity prof'des predicted by using various k-£ based
turbulence models with measured data and the Clauser curve (K = 0.41,
A = 5.0) for an equilibrium boundary layer with favorable pressure
gradient (Herring and Norbury measurements: Flow 2700) at x = 0.0 m.
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Figure 3.17 Comparison of mean velocity profiles predicted by using various k-¢ based
turbulence models with measured data for an accelerating flow fflerring and
Norbury measurements: Flow 2800) at x = 0.0 m.
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Figure 3.18 Comparison of wall skin friction coefficients predicted by using various k-8
based turbulence models with measured data for an equilibrium boundary
layer with favorable pressure gradient (Herring and Norbury measurements:
Flow 2700).
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Figure 3.19 Comparison of mean velocity profiles predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data and the Clauser curve (K = 0.41,
A = 5.0) for an equilibrium boundary layer with favorable pressure gradient
fl-Ierring and Norbury measurements: Flow 2700) at x = 1.524 m.
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Figure 3.20 Comparison of mean velocity prot-fles predicted by using various k-z based
turbulence models with measured data for an equilibrium boundary layer
with favorable pressure gradient (Herring and Norbury measurements:
Flow 2700) atx = 1.524 m.
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Figure 3.21 Comparison of wall skin friction coefficients predicted by using various k-e
based turbulence models with measured data for an accelerating flow
(Herring and Norbury measurements: Flow 2800).
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Figure 3.22 Comparison of mean velocity prof'des predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data and the Clauser curve (_: = 0.41,
A = 5.0) for an accelerating flow (Herring and Norbury measurements:
Flow 2800) at x = 1.219 m.
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Figure 3.23 Comparison of mean velocity profdes predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data for an accelerating flow (Herring
and Norbury measurements: Flow 2800) at x = 1.219 m.
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Figure 3.24 Freestream velocity distributions for Bradshaw's experiments of flow 2500,
2600, and 3300. The solid lines represent the approximated distributions
used in the calculations.
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Figure 3.25 Freestream velocity distributions for the experimental data set of Samuel
and Joubert. The solid line represents the approximated distribution used
in the calculations.
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Figure 3.26 Comparison of wall skin friction coefficients predicted by using various k-e
based turbulence models with measured data for an equilibrium boundary
layer with adverse pressure gradient (Bradshaw measurements: Flow 2500).
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Figure 3.27 Comparison of mean velocity profiles predicted by using various k-¢ based
turbulence models with measured data for an equilibrium boundary layer
with adverse pressure gradient (Bradshaw measurements: Flow 2500)
at x = 0.610 m, 1.219m, and 2.134 m.
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Figure 3.28 Comparison of mean velocity profiles predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data for an equilibrium boundary layer
with adverse pressure gradient (Bmdshaw measurements: Flow 2500) at
x = 0.610 m, 1.219m, and 2.134 m.
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Figure 3.29 Comparison of wall skin friction coefficients predicted by using various k-e
based turbulence models with measured data for an equilibrium boundary
layer with adverse pressure gradient (Bradshaw measurements: How 2600).
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Figure 3.30 Comparison of mean velocity profdes predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data for an equilibrium boundary layer
with adverse pressure gradient (Bradshaw measurements: Flow 2600) at
x = 0.584 m and 2.108 m.
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Figure 3.31 Comparison of mean velocity prof'des predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data for an equilibrium boundary layer
with adverse pressure gradient (Bradshaw measurements: Flow 2600) at
x = 0.584 m, 1.194 m, and 2.108 m.
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Figure 3.32 Comparison of wall skin friction coefficients predicted by using various
k-e based turbulence models with measured data for a boundary layer with
sudden adverse pressure gradient (Bradshaw measurements: Flow 3300).
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Figure 3.33 Comparison of mean velocity prot'des predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data for a boundary layer with sudden
adverse pressure gradient (Bradshaw measurements: Flow 3300) at x =
0.610 m, 1.219 m, and 2.134 m.
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Figure 3.34 Comparison of mean velocity prof'des predicted by using various k-£ based
turbulence models with measured data for a boundary layer with sudden
adverse pressure gradient (Bradshaw measurements: Flow 3300) at x =
0.610 m, 1.219 m, and 2.134 m.
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Figure 3.35 Comparison of skin friction coefficients predicted by using various k-e
based turbulence models with measured data for an increasingly adverse
pressure gradient flow of Samuel and Joubert.
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Figure 3.36 Comparison of shape parameter distributions predicted by using various k-¢
base turbulence models with measured data for an increasingly adverse
pressure gradient flow of Samuel and Joubert.
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Figure 3.37 Comparison of mean velocity profiles predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data for an increasingly adverse pressure
gradient flow of Samuel and Joubert at x-x 1 = 0.935 m and 2.535 m.
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Figure 3.38 Comparison of mean velocity profiles predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data for an increasingly adverse pressure
gradient flow of Samuel and Joubert at x-x I = 0.935 m and 2.535 m.
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Figure 3.39 Comparison of kinetic energy and v '2 profiles predicted by using various
k-e based turbulence models with measured data for an increasingly adverse
pressure gradient flow of Samuel and Joubert at x-x 1 = 0.935 m.
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Figure 3.40 Comparison of kinetic energy and v "2 profiles predicted by using various
k-e based turbulence models with measured data for an increasingly adverse
pressure gradient flow of Samuel and Joubert at x-x 1 = 2.535 m.
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Figure 3.41 Comparison of shear stress profiles predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data for an increasingly adverse pressure
gradient flow of Samuel and Joubert at x-x 1 = 0.935 m.
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Figure 3.42 Comparison of shear stress profiles predicted by using various k-e based
turbulence models with measured data for an increasingly adverse pressure
gradient flow of Samuel and Jouben at x-x 1 = 2.535 m.
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Figure 3.43 Comparison of surface heat transfer distributions calculated using the v'/-I,
v'/-II, and base k-¢ turbulence models with measured data for a uniformly
heated flat plate (ReL= 1 - 1.0xl06 and 2.0x106).
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Figure 3.44 Comparison of mean velocity and temperature proftles predicted by using
the v'l-I, v'/-II, and base k-e turbulence models with measured data for a
uniformly heated fiat plate (ReL= 1 = 1.0x106; Re 0 = 3,350; Re h = 3,540).
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Figure 3.45 Comparison of surface heat transfer distributions calculated using various
k-E based turbulence models with measured data for a uniformly heated fiat
plate (RcL= 1 = 0.38x106; Tu = 19% - 7%).
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Figure 3.46 Comparison of surface heat transfer distributions calculated using various
k-e based turbulencemodels with measured datafora uniformly heated fiat
plate(ReL= I = 0.75xi06; Tu = 19% -7%).
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Figure 3.47 Comparison of surface heat transfer distributions calculated using various
k-e based turbulence models with measured data for a uniformly heated flat
plate (ReL= 1 = 1.4x106; Tu = 19% - 7%).
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Figure 3.48 Comparison of mean velocity and temperature profiles predicted by using
various k-_ based turbulence models with measured data for a uniformly
heated flat plate (ReL= 1 = 0.38x106, 0.75x106, and 1.4x106; Tu = 19% -
7%) at x = 2.13 m.
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Figure 3.49 Comparison of correlations for detecting the laminar-turbulent transition
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Figure 3.50 Evaluation of the laminar-turbulent transition and heat transfer augmen-
tation models in the presence of the freestream turbulence. The data were
measured by Turner, et al. from a C3X airfoil at the condition of Rec2 =
2.0x106, M 1 = 0.16, M 2 = 0.9, and Tu = 6.55%.
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Figure 3.51 Evaluation of the heat transfer augmentation model in the presence of the
freestream turbulence. The data were measured by Ames from a C3X
airfoil at the condition of Rec2 = 0.8x106, M 1 = 0.08, M 2 = 0.27, Tu =
1% - 8%, and Lu = 1.3 cm - 6.6 era.
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Figure 3.52 C3X vane geometry as setup in cascade (Ames' measurements).
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Figure 3.53 Comparison of airfoil surface pressures computed using a stream function
analysis with measured data for a C3X vane at M2 = 0.27.
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Figure 3.54 Comparison of measured and computed surface heat transfer distributions
for a C3X vane at ReC2 = 0.8x10°, MI = 0.08, M 2 = 0.27, and Tu = 1% -
12%. The computed data were obtained by using the v'l-I model.
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Figure 3.55 Comparison of measured and computed surface heat transfer distribu-
tions for a C3X vane at ReC2 = 0.8xl06, M 1 = 0.08, M 2 = 0.27, and Tu =
I%- 12%. The computed data were obtained by using the v'l-II model.
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Figure 3.56 C3X vane geometry as setup in cascade (Turner, et al. measurements).
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Figure 3.57 Comparison of airfoil surface velocities computed using an Euler analysis
with measured data for a C3X vane at M 2 = 0.9, Rec2 = 2.0x106.
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Figure 3.58 Comparison of C3X airfoil surface heat transfer coefficients computed with
measured surface temperatures and uniform surface temperatures at Rec2 =
2.0x106, M 1 = 0.16, M 2 = 0.9, and Tu = 6.55%. The computed data were
obtained by using the v'l-I model.
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Figure 3.59 Comparison of computed C3X airfoil surface heat transfer coefficients
with measured data at ReC2 = 1.5x106, 2.0x106, and 2.6x106; M 1 = 0.16;
M 2 = 0.9; and Tu = 6.55%.
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Figure 3.60 VKI vane geometry as setup in cascade (Arts, et al. measurements).
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Figure 3.61 Comparison of airfoil surface velocities computed using an Euler analysis
with measured data for a VKI vane at M 2 = 0.9, Rec2 = 1.0xl06.
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Figure 3.63 Comparison of computed VKI airfoil surface heat transfer coefficients
with measured data at Rec2 = 2.0x106, M 2 = 0.9, and Tu = 1% - 6%.
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Figure 3.64 Comparison of computed VKI airfoil surface heat transfer coefficients
with measured data at Rec2 = 1.0xl06, M 2 = 0.9, and Tu = 1% - 6%.
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Figure 3.65 Comparison of computed VICI airfoil surface heat transfer coefficients
with measured data at Rec2 = 0.Sx106, M 2 = 0.9, and Tu = 1% - 6%.
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Figure 3.66 Comparison of computed VKI airfoil surface heat transfer coefficients
with measured data at Rec2 = 1.0xl06, Tu = 6%, and M 2 = 0.78 - 1.06.
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IV. Conclusions
In this study, two k-e base velocity and length scale closure models were success-
fully developed. In the fast model designated v'/-I, the velocity scale of the eddy
viscosity formulation was evaluated from integrating the normal component energy
spectrum; and the length scale from the local distance from the wall. The energy
spectrum was based on the local dissipation rate. In the second (v'l-II) model, the
velocity scale was written in a combination of simplified integral formulations of the
energy spectrum and the local length and time scales; and the length scale from the
conventional scale of k3/2/e coupled with a wall blocking of (y/rlK) 4/3 and the local
distance from the wall of ry. The kinetic energy and dissipation rate were obtained from
a modeled form of k and e transport equations.
These models were tested in various turbulent flows including non-equilibrium,
anisotropic flows. The results showed that the proposed velocity and length scale
approaches provided substantial improvements in the flow prediction, especially for the
non-equilibrium, anisotropic flows tested. Existing k-¢ models including the Durbin's
relaxation models failed to predict such non-equilibrium, anisotropic flows. The good
performance of the proposed models resulted from the velocity scale and length scale
formulations, which constrained the eddy diffusivity to physically realizable levels, and
accounted for the reduced mixing more adequately.
The base low Reynolds number k-e model, which provided a basis to developing
the velocity and length scale closure models, took advantage of improvements by
Durbin[8] and Yang and Shih[7]. The model was formulated by combining the k and e
transport equations of Durbin and the conventional form of eddy viscosity equation with
the Yang and Shih damping function. The base k-e provided generally similar quality
solutions to Durbin's and often better than conventional k-e models. However, this
model's prediction for non-equilibrium, anisotropic turbulent flows was degraded as
were other k-e based models.
For airfoil heat transfer predictions, a set of simple correlations for
laminar-turbulent transition and laminar heat transfer augmentation induced by the
presence of the freest.ream turbulence was presented. For the transition prediction, the
Mayle correlation was modified such that, for low turbulence level, the modified
correlation behaved similarly to the Abu-Ghannam and Shaw correlation; while, for high
turbulence levels, it asymptotically approaches Mayle's. The augmentation correlation
was written in terms of the freestream turbulence level, TuUe, the energy scale, Lu, and
the wall blocking correction, (y/Lu) 4/3, as observed experimentally. These correlations
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were tested for three different airfoils with various flow conditions. The calculated
surface heat transfer was generally satisfactory.
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APPENDIX A. Initial Profiles
This Appendix presents two procedures for generating the starting boundary layer
profiles of U, H, k and e. These procedures were developed for two-dimensional
non-similar laminar and turbulent flows, respectively, based on the assumption that the
mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations were uncoupled. Although such an
assumption might result in generating inaccurate profiles, it was introduced for the
simplicity of the procedures. For two-dimensional similar flows, the velocity and
enthalpy (or temperature) profiles should be generated by using a similarity analysis
which can be found in elsewhere [13].
1. Laminar Flow.
The initial profiles for laminar flows can be generated similarly to the procedure
suggested by Smith and Patankar[39]. The U-velocity profile was assumed to be
represented by the Pohlhausen polynomial as,
U
Oe (A-I)
where 5 denotes the boundary layer thickness; Ue, the freestream velocity; y, the local
normal coordinate; and A, an acceleration parameter defined by
A
8 2 _Ue
_ (A-2)
v 0x
The Pohlhausen polynomial, Equations (A-1), provides the following correlation for the
boundary layer thickness parameter;
0 1 37 A A 2 )
_5 63 5 IS 144 (A-3)
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where 0 denotes the momentum thickness. From Equations (A-l) to (A-3), the velocity
profile can be obtained provided that the local boundary layer momentum thickness, 0,
and the freestream velocity, Lie, are given. The freestream velocities are generally
known in advance. The momentum thickness can be estimated by applying Thwaites
method, which requires integration of the following approximate relationship;
02 0.45 v fx
- -- Ue 5 dx (A-4)
ue6 Jo
The starting enthalpy profile was derived from the approximate
temperature-velocity relationship given below;
(A-5)
where the term U/Ue [Y/&I'] implies that 5T has replaced 5 in Equation (A-l). The
subscripts w and e denote the wall and freestream conditions, respectively. The thermal
boundary layer 5-1,at the starting point xi is evaluated from the following approximate
relationship;
= 5 (Xo _3/4 ]I131.026Pr 1/3 [ 1 - k xi) (A-6)
where xo denotes the unheated starting length. When xi is less than xo, the wall is
assumed to be adiabatic; Tw is set equal to Te. The total enthalpy profile is then
obtained by using the total enthalpy definition;
U 2
H = qoT + 2 (A-7)
The initial profiles for k and e in the laminar region are specified as proposed by
Rodi and Scheuerer [40];
Ue
(A-8)
e = bIk _ e > ee (A-9)
_y '
where the constant b 1 is set equal to 1.0 as suggested by Schmidt and Patankar [39]. The
subscript e denotes the freestream condition.
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2. Turbulent Flow.
For two-dimensional turbulent boundary layers, the shear stress can be written as;
0U
x = Ix pu'v' (A-10)
0y
where x denotes the shear stress; It, the molecular viscosity; p, the density; U, the mean
velocity; y, the normal coordinate; and -pu'v', the Reynolds stress. The Prandtrs mixing
length theory provides
dU (A-11)
where lm denotes the mixing length. Using Equation (A-11), Equations (A-10) can be
rewritten as
Solving this quadratic equation for (du/dy) and rewriting in dimensionless variables gives
-1÷q l÷ 4td2
dY + 2 lm-_2
(A-13)
with
U+ _ U (A-14)
u,[
Y + _ u_y (A-15)
v
Ira=
v
(A-16)
where xw (- p ux ) denotes the wall shear stress; and u,r, the friction velocity. The shear
stress profile and the mixing length can be can be written in the following form;
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% - 1 9n (A-17)
lm= min[Ky {1-exp(- 2-Y25+)} , 0.85 0 ] (A- 18)
where K:denotes the von Karman constant; and 0, the momentum thickness.
For two-dimensional turbulent boundary layers, the friction coefficient can be
written in terms of a Reynolds number based on local momentum thickness as [12];
cf
2 - 0.0125 Reo 1/4 (A-19)
with the momentum thickness as
0 __ 0.036 Rex 0"2 (A-20)
X
Since the skin friction is defined as
u x = Ue _ (A-21)
By assuming that 0 = 5/9 based on the Spalart's direct numerical simulation for Re 0 =
1410, Equation (A-13) along with Equations (A-17)-(A-21) can be integrated from wall
to the boundary layer edge to generate the starting velocity profile.
For the starting enthalpy profile, the thermal boundary layer thickness is approxi-
mated based on the power law as;
8T=8 [1 (.___)9/10 ]7/9 (A-22)
where 5-1, denotes the thermal boundary layer thickness; 8, the hydrodynamic boundary
layer thickness; x, the axial coordinate; and x o, the extent of the unheated region. The
temperature profile is assumed to be represented by the power law
TwTTw - Te (A-23)
The total enthalpy profile is then obtained by using Equation (A-7).
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The startingprofile for thekinetic energyis obtainedby usingthelogarithmic law
approximationfor theouterregionandawall boundaryconditionfor the innerregion.
Thelogarithmiclaw gives
o
w _t
where the constant C_t is set to 0.085. At the wall, the following condition is assumed to
be valid;
(A-25)
where ew denotes the dissipation rate at the wall. Equation (A-25) can be approximated
in the following form
k. _- ewY2
-- (A-26)
1 2v
The turbulent kinetic energy profile is then generated by taking the smaller between k o
and k i obtained from Equation (A-24) and (A-26), respectively, that is
k = rain(k i, ko) (A-27)
The starting dissipation rate profile is generated by using the following equation
which is derived based on the Spalart's direct numerical simulation data for Re 0 = 1410;
4 1
kX)w v i_ [y++ 70 exp ( " "_- )]Y+ (A-28)
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APPENDIX B. Airfoil Surface Velocities
This Appendix presents the airfoil surface velocity distribution for two C3X
airfoils measured by Ames [10] and Turner, et a1.[37], and a VKI airfoil measured by
Art, et a!.[38]. The velocities were calculated from an in-house stream function analysis
for the low Mach number C3X airfoil measured by Ames and a two-dimensional Euler
analysis for the high Mach number flow measured by Turner, et ai. and Arts, et al. These
velocities were used as the freestream velocity boundary condition to the boundary layer
equations. The surface distance shown in the table was measured from the airfoil
stagnation point
1. C3X Airfoil Measured by Ames.
Suction Surface Pressure Surface
Surface Surface Surface Surface
Distance Velocity Distance Velocity
(era) (m/see) (cm) (m/see)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.050292 1.057656 0.041666 0.920496
0.140818 3.483864 0.133350 3.096768
0.231038 7.303008 0.224790 7.443216
0.321259 11.58545 0.415534 12.91742
0.411785 15.46860 0.608076 15.98066
0.502310 18.80311 0.801624 17.27606
0.592531 21.70176 0.995934 18.06550
0.683666 24.28342 1.188964 18.66900
0.775106 26.64257 1.382024 19.24202
0.866851 29.37358 1.612148 19.88515
1.050646 33.12262 1.842760 20.58314
1.234135 37.67023 2.073646 21.30857
1.417625 42.75125 2.300722 22.05228
1.602638 48.60036 2.527554 22.80818
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Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
1.788262
1.974190
2.224430
2.474671
2.723693
55.33034
63.51118
73.78903
86.53577
98.60585
3.054401
3.389071
3.724046
4.030370
4.335475
108.6795
117.9485
124.6845
128.5677
129.4608
4.640580
5.022190
5.404409
5.787542
6.142634
127.6380
123.7884
119.2835
114.5682
110.9533
6.497117
6.851294
7.273442
7.695895
8.118348
108.0364
105.4578
103.2571
101.5898
99.93173
8.739226
9.360103
9.980981
10.58174
11.18250
98.46259
97.39884
96.63074
96.14002
95.81388
11.78326
12.34684
12.91041
13.47399
14.01867
95.62186
95.53651
95.53346
95.61881
95.81693
14.56365
15.10833
16.10045
17.09257
95.99676
95.79559
95.03969
93.79610
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Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sac)
2.754112
2.889748
3.025140
3.160776
3.296168
23.49398
24.03348
24.49982
24.97531
25.46299
3.431286
3.566678
3.724656
3.882390
4.040368
25.95982
26.49626
27.09062
27.72461
28.47442
4.288536
4.536948
4.785360
5.238232
5.691378
29.44673
30.57144
32.02534
34.14674
36.70402
6.144250
6.645158
7.146036
7.646914
8.150352
39.59962
42.97070
46.74108
50.87417
55.33949
8.653790
9.156954
9.662160
10.16737
10.67257
60.08827
65.05042
70.12534
75.10577
80.95488
11.58292
12.49323
13.40434
88.36152
95.85046
119.4877
2. C3X Airfoil Measured by Turner, et al.
Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(¢m)
Surface
Velocity
(m/see)
0.0
0.011735
0.080437
0.442935
0.796077
0.0
1.010564
7.858201
46.22996
81.19296
1.176589
1.321491
1.550487
1.894820
2.199620
110.1041
121.5721
141.2529
179.6716
217.6802
2.473269
2.719578
2.947142
3.159191
3.361426
260.3564
297.6505
331.5757
368.4648
395.3240
3.557229
3.746510
3.933871
4.120896
4.306915
415.3274
440.9708
458.2034
466.2768
477.5640
4.493941
4.683801
4.876404
5.072177
5.272430
486.8429
487.6681
487.7892
488.8423
485.0663
5.477835
5.688330
5.904799
6.128583
6.359347
479.7714
475.9730
469.6762
463.8851
458.6872
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(era)
Surface
Velocity
(m/see)
0.0
0.011735
0.308397
0.769498
1.117488
0.0
1.010564
25.61506
43.87398
50.10440
1.405677
2.144085
2.915077
3.677107
4.405122
53.88325
62.71425
72.43526
82.64180
93.96731
5.086502
5.717560
6.299698
6.836542
7.332604
106.0568
119.1889
132.9646
147.5510
162.5862
7.792913
8.221980
8.623767
9.001780
9.359463
178.1309
193.9081
209.9989
226.0300
242.0950
9.699254
10.02338
10.33360
10.63173
10.91870
257.7801
273.2672
288.0142
302.5229
315.8881
11.19518
11.46203
11.71910
11.96642
12.20313
329.2098
340.8785
353.1521
362.9300
374.6560
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Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
6.598371
6.847454
7.105863
7.377684
7.662428
453.4477
448.5242
445.0139
440.3892
437.1895
7.964820
8.286476
8.633308
9.008120
9.419387
432.8197
430.3899
427.3025
427.3310
426.8260
9.871862
10.37320
10.93086
11.55015
12.23263
429.2386
430.5925
433.7928
436.3305
440.1463
12.97320
13.75745
14.55947
15.34360
16.07232
444.4038
448.8682
454.0547
458.3140
461.1491
16.71481
17.25107
17.65856
17.96967
18.17440
464.7768
465.0763
470.4713
487.9197
551.5895
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(era)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
12.42996
12.64204
12.83711
13.01389
13.17099
382.5110
395.4759
403.3124
424.7910
447.1755
13.30458
13.38779
13.46003
13.53041
13.60414
537.5836
487.7935
301.9295
49.50016
211.6049
13.68576
13.78248
424.3395
551.5895
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3. VKI Airfoil Measured by Arts, et al.
(1) For MUR129, 217, and 235
Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
0.0
0.053584
0.106924
0.160020
0.212598
0.0
6.105144
16.20622
27.91663
37.11550
0.265420
0.318516
0.371612
0.424678
0.532882
44.80255
51.63922
58.42711
67.09258
78.64450
0.641604
0.751332
0.863102
0.974354
1.084844
90.60180
103.0072
117.5553
134.9563
154.0673
1.206764
1.329446
1.452616
1.568958
1.685026
173.3459
192.2587
211.7781
232.5014
254.6574
1.800362
1.938010
2.076206
2.214616
2.399294
275.2862
292.0014
308.2747
317.9643
322.0761
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
0.0
0.052060
0.107442
0.163586
0.219974
0.0
5.519928
13.73429
21.61032
27.36799
0.331226
0.441442
0.551444
0.658124
0.765048
31.29382
34.16198
36.87166
39.37711
41.64178
0.872246
0.978164
1.084082
1.190000
1.274308
43.71137
45.63466
47.45126
49.11547
50.56632
1.358646
1.443228
1.516898
1.590538
1.664452
51.91658
53.22113
54.44033
55.61990
56.79642
1.738122
1.811792
1.885432
1.969770
2.054108
57.97296
59.14034
60.34735
61.63666
62.97168
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Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
2.583942
2.769352
2.960126
3.150352
3.341126
326.5902
327.1114
331.6864
340.2147
348.1578
3.619500
3.898392
4.177528
4.410700
4.644146
355.5583
363.7910
369.6675
374.6449
378.5494
4.877318
5.153924
5.430530
5.707136
5.962894
380.7165
382.5697
383.1214
382.2619
379.7778
6.218926
6.474958
6.718554
6.962150
7.205716
375.2576
369.7346
363.6874
356.8934
348.8924
7.679954
8.154162
8.628126
339.6783
332.4515
341.7387
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
2.138172
2.296424
2.454646
2.612654
2.771638
64.62065
66.93713
69.74129
72.82891
76.23048
2.930652
3.089666
3.303788
3.517636
3.731758
79.98257
84.56981
90.59875
97.81337
106.0094
3.948440
4.165092
4.381744
4.600438
4.819132
115.3820
126.0439
138.2878
152.3817
168.1795
5.037826
5.468874
5.899922
6.331458
189.9209
222.6716
261.5641
348.1334
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(2) For MUR224, 226, and 228
Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(era)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
0.0
0.053584
0.106924
0.160020
0.212598
0.0
6.025896
15.99286
27.25217
36.63086
0.265420
0.318516
0.371612
0.424678
0.532882
44.21734
50.96561
57.66511
66.22085
77.62037
0.641604
0.751332
0.863102
0.974354
1.084844
89.42222
101.6660
116.0252
133.1976
152.0586
1.206764
1.329446
1.452616
1.568958
1.685026
171.0873
189.7532
209.0196
229.4717
251.3381
1.800362
1.938010
2.076206
2.214616
2.399294
271.6987
288.1975
304.2575
313.8221
317.8790
2.583942
2.769352
2.960126
3.150352
3.341126
322.3351
322.8503
327.3643
335.7799
343.6224
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/see)
0.0
0.052060
O. 107442
0.163586
0.219974
0.0
5.446776
13.55446
21.32990
27.01138
0.331226
0.441442
0.551444
0.658124
0.765048
30.88538
33.71698
36.39312
38.86200
41.09923
0.872246
0.978164
1.084082
1.190000
1.274308
43.14139
45.03725
46.83252
48.47539
49.90795
1.358646
1.443228
1.516898
1.590538
1.664452
51.23993
52.52923
53.73014
54.89448
56.05577
1.738122
1.811792
1.885432
1.969770
2.054108
57.21706
58.36920
59.56097
60.83503
62.15177
2.138172
2.296424
2.454646
2.612654
2.771638
63.77940
66.06235
68.83298
71.88098
75.23683
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Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(rn/sec)
3.619500
3.898392
4.177528
4.410700
4.644146
350.9254
359.0514
364.8517
369.7651
373.6147
4.877318
5.153924
5.430530
5.707136
5.962894
375.7544
377.5862
378.1318
377.2814
374.8308
6.218926
6.474958
6.718554
6.962150
7.205716
370.3655
364.9188
358.9508
352.2452
344.3448
7.679954
8.154162
8.628126
335.2526
328.1202
337.2856
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
2.930652
3.089666
3.303788
3.517636
3.731758
78.94015
83.46643
89.41918
96.53930
104.6287
3.948440
4.165092
4.381744
4.600438
4.819132
113.8794
124.4011
136.4833
150.3975
165.9880
5.037826
5.468874
5.899922
6.331458
187.4459
219.7730
258.1534
343.5980
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(3) For MUR239, 245,and 247
Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
0.0
0.053584
O.106924
O.160020
0.212598
0.0
6.096000
16.16659
27.53868
37.01491
0.265420
0.318516
0.371612
0.424678
0.532882
44.68063
51.49596
58.26557
66.90665
78.42504
0.641604
0.751332
0.863102
0.974354
1.084844
90.34577
102.7176
117.2230
134.5753
153.6283
1.206764
1.329446
1.452616
1.568958
1.685026
172.8521
191.7070
211.1654
231.8248
253.9075
1.800362
1.938010
2.076206
2.214616
2.399294
274.4602
291.1145
307.3176
316.9585
321.0550
2.583942
2.769352
2.960126
3.150352
3.341126
325.5447
326.0628
330.6044
339.0534
346.8868
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/see)
0.0
0.052060
0.107442
O. 163586
0.219974
0.0
5.504688
13.69162
21.54022
27.27960
0.331226
0.441442
0.551444
0.658124
0.765048
31.19628
34.05835
36.76193
39.25824
41.51681
0.872246
0.978164
1.084082
1.190000
1.274308
43.58030
45.49750
47.31106
48.96917
50.41697
1.358646
1.443228
1.516898
1.590538
1.664452
51.76418
53.06568
54.28183
55.45531
56.63184
1.738122
1.811792
1.885432
1.969770
2.054108
57.80227
58.96661
60.17057
61.45682
62.78880
2.138172
2.296424
2.454646
2.612654
2.771638
64.43167
66.74206
69.54012
72.61860
76.00798
132
Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
3.619500
3.898392
4.177528
4.410700
4.644146
354.1746
362.2914
368.0430
372.8466
376.4859
4.877318
5.153924
5.430530
5.707136
5.962894
378.3635
379.8600
380.0582
378.9274
376.2969
6.218926
6.474958
6.718554
6.962150
7.205716
371.7889
366.4306
360.6637
354.2172
346.6551
7.679954
8.154162
8.628126
337.9348
331.0555
340.6140
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sac)
2.930652
3.089666
3.303788
3.517636
3.731758
79.75092
84.32292
90.33358
97.52686
105.6985
3.948440
4.165092
4.381744
4.600438
4.819132
115.0437
125.6721
137.8732
151.9245
167.6705
5.037826
5.468874
5.899922
6.331458
189.3357
221.9736
260.7015
346.8319
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(4) For MUR232
Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
0.0
0.053340
0.106680
0.159502
0.212354
0.0
6.059424
16.33118
27.93187
37.58489
0.264932
0.318272
0.371338
0.424190
0.532394
45.37862
52.30978
59.20130
68.01307
79.74787
0.641360
0.751088
0.862828
0.974080
1.084570
91.86672
104.4580
119.2347
136.8887
156.3197
1.193810
1.329172
1.452372
1.568714
1.684538
175.9306
195.1787
215.0669
236.2291
258.9124
1.800088
1.937522
2.075932
2.214372
2.399020
280.1783
297.5000
314.5262
325.0143
329.7418
2.583698
2.769108
2.959852
3.150108
3.340364
335.1703
336.4626
342.3544
353.2784
365.0041
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distaace
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/see)
0.0
0.052334
0.107686
0.160782
0.220218
0.0
5.568696
14.00556
22.06752
27.93187
0.331470
0.441716
0.551688
0.658368
0.765292
31.89122
34.77463
37.52393
40.07206
42.37330
0.872490
0.978408
1.084326
1.190244
1.274582
44.47032
46.42104
48.26508
49.95672
51.43195
1.359164
1.443472
1.517142
1.591056
1.664726
52.80660
54.13248
55.36997
56.56783
57.76570
1.738366
1.812036
1.885706
1.970014
2.054352
58.96051
60.15228
61.38062
62.69431
64.05372
2.138416
2.296668
2.454890
2.613142
2.771912
65.73012
68.08927
70.94830
74.09383
77.56246
134
Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
3.618982
3.898148
4.177040
4.410456
4.643628
4.877044
5.153650
5.430012
5.706618
5.962650
6.218682
6.474714
6.718310
6.961876
7.205472
7.679680
8.153644
8.627882
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
376.7877
388.1780
393.6644
398.5656
404.5519
409.3860
415.5521
421.3403
426.8114
432.3100
435.5714
437.4276
437.5648
434.3674
424.7175
398.5809
358.5058
347.7433
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
2.930896
3.089910
3.304032
3.518154
3.732032
81.38770
86.06638
92.22029
99.58730
107.9632
3.948684
4.165336
4.382018
4.600712
4.819406
117.5522
128.4671
141.0249
155.4998
171.7792
5.038100
5.469118
5.900166
6.331702
194.2704
228.4324
269.7968
362.9497
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(5) For MUR237
Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/soc)
0.0
0.054346
0.107686
O.160508
0.213116
0.0
6.166104
15.91970
26.91079
36.06698
0.265938
0.319034
0.372374
0.425196
0.533400
43.47972
50.07864
56.63489
65.00774
76.16342
0.642366
0.752094
0.863834
0.974842
1.085332
87.70315
99.68789
113.7392
130.5154
148.9100
1.207252
1.330208
1.453378
1.569720
1.685544
167.4327
185.5744
204.2556
224.0097
244.9739
1.800850
1.938528
2.076968
2.215378
2.399782
264.2738
279.6967
294.4094
302.5811
305.5163
2.584704
2.769870
2.960614
3.151114
3.341126
308.2107
307.1378
309.1251
313.5630
316.2300
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
0.0
0.051572
0.106924
0.162824
0.219456
0.0
5.394960
13.17041
20.67154
26.20061
0.330464
0.440954
0.550926
0.657606
0.764530
30.02890
32.84525
35.47872
37.89883
40.08730
0.871484
0.977402
1.083320
1.189208
1.273820
42.09288
43.95521
45.71695
47.32630
48.73447
1.358128
1.442466
1.516380
1.590050
1.663690
50.03902
51.30089
52.48046
53.62042
54.75732
1.737604
1.811274
1.884944
1.969008
2.053346
55.89422
57.02198
58.18937
59.43600
60.72530
2.137654
2.295662
2.453884
2.612136
2.771150
62.31636
64.55054
67.25412
70.22897
73.50252
-._ 136
Suction Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
3.620018
3.898910
4.178046
4.411462
4.644634
4.877806
5.154412
5.431018
5.707624
5.963656
6.219444
6.475476
6.719072
6.962638
7.206234
7.680442
8.154680
8.628888
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
318.2325
321.0519
322.5516
323.0819
322.5698
321.3324
320.0674
318.5160
316.6628
314.3189
311.4416
308.3753
305.2359
301.9105
298.1858
294.0924
291.0962
303.5503
Pressure Surface
Surface
Distance
(cm)
Surface
Velocity
(m/sec)
2.930134
3.089148
3.303026
3.517148
3.731270
77.11135
81.51571
87.29777
94.20758
102.0409
3.945636
4.164574
4.380982
4.599676
4.818370
110.9777
121.1184
132.7221
146.0297
160.8521
5.037064
5.468112
5.899404
6.330696
181.0664
210.9765
245.1659
318.9549
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